
 

 

 

 
Meeting of the Primary Care Commissioning Committee 
To be held on 29th March 2016 at 4:00 pm in Bede Tower 

 

AGENDA 
 

1. 
Welcome and Introduction 
C Macklin, Chair 

 

2. Apologies for Absence  

3. Declarations of Interest  

4. Minutes of the previous meeting held on 26th January 2015 Enclosure 

5. Matters arising from the minutes and action log Enclosure 

6. 

Question Time 
Members of the public may raise issues of general interest that 
relate to items on the agenda.  The chair’s discretion is final on the 
matters discussed and timescale 

 

7. 
Operational and Strategic General Practice Financial Plans 
D Chandler/D Burnicle 

Enclosure 

8. 
Health Care Assistant Career Start and Practice Nurse Career 
Start 
J Lambie/Janet Rutherford/Florence Gunn 

Enclosure 

9. 
Health Checks and People with LD 
Dr Val Taylor 

Verbal 

10. 
Primary Care Commissioning Finance Report  
D Chandler 

Enclosure 

 FOR INFORMATION  

11. 
Health Care Assistant (HCA) Short Term Funding Request 
Florence Gunn/Janet Rutherford 

Enclosure 

12. 
Workplan 
H Steadman 

Enclosure 

13. 
Outcome of 2016/17 GMS Contract Negotiations 
M Brown 

Enclosure 



 

 

14. Workforce Update – minutes from last 2 meetings enclosed Enclosure 

15. Quality Framework  Enclosure 

16. Any Other Business  

17. 
Date and Time of Next Meeting 
24th May 2016, Venue TBA 
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee 

Minutes of the meeting held on  

Tuesday 24th November 2015 

Bede Tower, Burdon Road, Sunderland SR2 7EA. 

 

Present:   Mr Chris Macklin, Lay Member PCC, Chair 

   Dr Ian Pattison, SCCG Chair 

   Dr Valerie Taylor, SCCG Vice Chair 

Mrs Debbie Burnicle, Deputy Chief Officer 

Mr David Chandler, Chief Finance Officer  

   Mr David Gallagher, Chief Officer 

   Mrs Aileen Sullivan, Lay Member PPI 

   Dr Geoff Stephenson, Primary Care Advisor 

 Mr Neil Revely, Executive Director of Peoples Services, 
Sunderland City Council 

 
 Mr Kevin Morris, Chair of Healthwatch 

In Attendance: Ms Deborah Cornell, Head of Corporate Affairs 

 Mr Matt Brown, NHS England 

Miss Alison Greener, minutes 

 
2016/01 Welcome and Introductions 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the Committee.   
 
2016/02 Apologies for Absence 
None received 
 
2016/03 Declarations of Interest 
No declarations of interest were submitted. 
 
2016/04 Minutes of the previous meeting held on 24th November 2015 
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The following amendments were to be made:- 
 
Page 2 Item 2015/60 3rd paragraph – should read “The presentation given by the 
CQC local special advisors was very good…..” 
 
It was asked that the meeting be noted as quorate. 
 
Page 4 2nd paragraph – MP should read Julie Elliott 
 
Following these amendments, the minutes were accepted as a true and accurate 
record. 
 
2016/05 Matters arising from the minutes and action log 
None 
 
2016/06 GP Strategy and Implementation Group 
The purpose of the paper is to make the Primary Care Commissioning Committee 
aware of the progress made in disseminating the strategy widely and establishing an 
Implementation Group. 
 
Mrs Burnicle reported that 3 GPs were willing to join the group and that at the first 
meeting, the 15 priorities were reviewed against the QIPP criteria as part of the 
planning process.  The first 5 which focussed on supporting capacity and capability 
of General Practice scored the highest and will be the focus of attention in 2016/17. 
 
The Committee NOTED the contents of the report and the progress in relation to 
moving to delivery. 
 
2016/07 Primary Care Commissioning Finance Report including allocations 

update 16/17 onwards 
 
The purpose of the report is to present the Primary Care Committee with a summary 
of the financial position of delegated general practice budgets as at month 9 (for the 
period ending 31st December 2015). The paper also presents an update on the CCG 
and primary care allocations. 
 
Mr Chandler noted that Governing Body members would have also viewed the 
updated announcement from NHS England regarding the allocations for the next 5 
years with Primary Care receiving some growth. 
 
Mrs Burnicle noted an item raised at the Governing Body regarding money coming in 
for General Practice amounting to £6m to deliver the GP strategy.  Dr Taylor asked if 
uplifts for practices from that growth would be included and Mr Chandler confirmed 
that it did and that it would also include inflation.  Mrs Burnicle asked how much 
could be invested in the GP Strategy priorities and Mr Chandler stated that it would 
depend on the DDRB rate.  A reasonable amount of growth will be available with 
some being used to finance DDRB.  PMS could be reinvested with a degree of 
surplus being retained which could be put back into primary care.  Mr Chandler 
added that National Insurance issue will cost approximately 2%.  Dr Pattison noted 
that any practice uplift would be put against an increase in some costs such as CQC 
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and MDU which could result in staying as is.  Mr Macklin stated it was important that 
when growth begins with PMS reinvestment and the return of surplus money, these 
positive messages for GPs in Sunderland are communicated to them.   
 
Mr Revely stated that transforming care outside of hospital involves the 
transformation of a whole system and where there is less resource in terms of 
money and also with fewer GPs this will have an impact.   
 
The Committee NOTED the reported financial position of delegated general practice 
budgets as at 31st December and NOTED the update provided on CCG and Primary 
Care allocations. 
 
2016/08 Cycle of Business 
The purpose of the report is to provide the Committee with a cycle of business. 
 
Ms Cornell provided an update on the cycle of business and explained the 
development of establishing a forward plan.   
 
There was a query as to why QSRC minutes were required.  Mrs Sullivan reported 
that these are already available in the public domain but that they were probably 
originally used to report on quality in primary care but that it can be removed from 
the Primary Care Commissioning Committee cycle of business. 
 
Dr Pattison asked about the performers list and Dr Taylor informed him that they are 
listed in the LMC minutes although it does not provide all of the information required.  
Dr Stephenson felt that they were helpful.  Mr Brown stated that information can be 
difficult to obtain.   
 
Mrs Sullivan stated that PPI update would also be useful and can be used as part of 
the QSRC annual review.   
 
The Committee were asked to consider the proposed cycle and APPROVED the 
cycle of business. 
 
2016/09 For Information – Workforce Paper 
The Chair noted the workforce paper for information. 
 
2016/10 For Information – Workplan 
The Chair noted the workplan paper for information. 
 
2016/11 For Information – Local Estates Strategy 
In relation to the information item on the Estates Strategy, Mr Chandler noted the 
primary care transformation fund which is £1bn nationally and the need to start to 
consider ideas for the funding.  Sunderland could potentially receive £1.5m but has 
not been able to access the fund very well to date.  He suggested putting in long and 
short term plans in place on what to do with that fund.  He is aware of some 
workstreams which Vanguard money is being used for but also that it potentially 
could support improving quality of GP services.  Mrs Burnicle noted  that the criteria 
focuses on estate and ICT which will need money to help deliver.  Dr Taylor stated 
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that there have been issues with technology in practices and asked if it could be part 
of the estates strategy. Mr Chandler noted it was.   
 
2016/12 Any other business 
 
Terms of Reference 
Dr Taylor mentioned the Terms of Reference and that it states they should not meet 
less than 8 times per year but at present it is 6 times per year.  Mr Macklin asked 
that these be put on the agenda for the May meeting which would provide an 
opportunity for the Committee to review its progress having been operational for a 
year. 
 
ACTION: Terms of Reference to be put as an agenda item for the May 

meeting. 
 
2015/81 Date and time of next meeting 
Tuesday 29th March, 2016, TBA 
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1 
NHS SCCG Primary Care Commissioning Committee Action Log 

 

 

 

 NHS Sunderland CCG Primary Care Commissioning Action Log 26 January 2016 
 
 
 

Minute Reference Action Point Lead Timescale 

2015/27 Action log 16 July 2015 Ms Cornell to speak to the Communications 
team in NECS to clarify the media support that 
would be given from them in relation to practices 

D Cornell Complete 

2015/45 Updated work plan Mrs Thwaites to ensure a work plan update is a 
regular item on the PCCC agenda 

J Thwaites Completed 

  

Ms Cornell to use the work plan as a basis to 
complete a cycle of business for the committee 
and also develop a schedule for papers. 

 

D Cornell 
 

On agenda - Complete 

2015/49 Any other business 
a) Violent Patient Service 

 

 

 

 

Dr Pattison/Mr Gallagher to send a formal letter 
of thanks to Dr Gough for his commitment to the 
service over the past 15 years. 

 

 

Dr Pattison/ Mr 
Gallagher 

 

 

 

 

Complete 

b) Response to Dr Pattison’s 
 letter 

Mr Gallagher to clarify the content of the 
response and provide a report for the next 
meeting to include work undertaken with the 2 
Durham CCGs on delegated responsibilities and 
what the CCGs had to deliver. 

Mr Gallagher Robust work is 
being carried 
out regarding 
GP 
Commissioning 
services.  A 
paper will be 
brought back to 
this Committee 
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2015/73 APMS Outcomes of 
Engagement 

NHS England to clarify the times that clinical 

services are available at Encompass i.e. 7am – 

7pm or 8am – 6:30pm 

Mrs Jones This is no longer an issue.  
Complete 
 

2015/76 Primary Care 
Commissioning Finance 
Report 
 

6 facet survey undertaken by all practices.  Mr 
Chandler to send out the results of the survey to 
all practices. 

Mr Chandler Completed in December 

2015/78 Commissioning 
General Practice Strategy 

A copy of the letter being sent to individuals 
regarding the GP Strategy to be circulated. 
 
Update for the January meeting. 

Mrs Burnicle Complete 

2015/80 AOB – Terms of 
Reference 
 
 
Performance List 

To be reviewed as they currently state frequency 
of meetings no less than 8 times per financial 
year. 
 
To be discussed at the May meeting. 

Mr Macklin 
 
 
 
Mr Macklin 

May meeting agenda 
 
 
 
May meeting agenda 
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CATEGORY OF PAPER  

Proposes specific action  

Provides assurance   

 
PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE 

 
29th March 2016 

Report Title: 

 
Operational and Strategic Financial Plan – 

Delegated Primary Care Budgets 
 

Purpose of report 

 
All NHS Organisations require a financial budget / plan to be approved by their respective 
Governing Bodies. The responsibility for production of the plan is delegated to the Chief Finance 
Officer and the proposed budget is being recommended to the Governing Body on 29th March 2016 
for approval.  
 
This paper includes a detailed breakdown of the proposed budget for Delegated Primary Care 
Services in 2016/17 and the assumptions used to develop the budget. The report requests Primary 
Care Committee to ratify the decision taken by the Governing Body.  
 
In addition, this paper provides the current draft of the Five Year Strategic Financial Plan for 
Delegated Primary Care Services and the principles that are being proposed for investments.  
  
 

Key points, risks and assurances 

 

 The key issue is to ensure the Primary Care Committee ratifies the revenue budget for 
2016/17 approved by the Governing Body.  

 

 The report provides assurance that budget proposals for Delegated Primary Care budgets 
are within the financial allocation for 2016/17.   

 

 Financial risks for 2016/17 are documented within the report.  
 

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
Members are asked to:  
 

 Consider and ratify the budget for 2016/17 approved by Governing Body. 

 Consider and note the current draft Five Year Strategic Financial Plan. 

 Approve the principles for investments made in the Five Year Strategic Financial Plan and 
outlined in the paper.  
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Sponsor/approving director   
David Chandler, Chief Finance Officer  
Debbie Burnicle Deputy Chief Officer 

Report author Tarryn Lake, Head of Finance 

Governance and Assurance 

Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 

CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties 


CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets  

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services  

CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services   

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities  

CO6: Develop the CCG localities  

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  

CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning  

Any relevant legal/statutory issues 

None  

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

 
No 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

No 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A  

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
None 

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

The GP Chair of the GP workforce steering group and the CCG 
Clinical Chair have discussed and informed the 5 year strategic 
plan along with the Deputy Chief Officer of the CCG and 
director lead for commissioning general practice. 
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Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

No  

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 
needed?   

N/A  

Version Date Comments  

1.0 Draft 18/03/2016 TL initial draft 

2.0 Draft 18/03/2016 DC Review & Sign Off 
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee  
Operational and Strategic Primary Care Financial Plan – 

Delegated General Practice Budgets 
 

 
1. Purpose of Report  

 
The purpose of this report is to present the Primary Care Commissioning 
Committee with the proposed budget for Delegated General Practice Budgets for 
2016/17 for consideration and ratification following Governing Body approval.  
 
In addition the paper includes the current draft of the Five Year Strategic 
Financial Plan for Delegated General Practice and the associated investments 
which are currently being proposed to support implementation of the CCGs 
Strategic Objectives for General Practice.  
 
The Primary Care Committee is requested to consider and discuss the Five Year 
Strategic Financial Plan and approve the proposed principles included in the 
paper for investments.    
 
 

2. Background Information 
 

 Overall budgets, for the public sector as a whole are ultimately approved by 
Parliament following the Chancellors Budget and Spending Review Reports.  The 
“Spending Round 2015” report presented to Parliament on 25th November 2015 
outlined the plans for all Government Departments including a five year funding 
settlement for the NHS.  It was announced that annual funding for Health will rise 
in real terms by £3.8bn in 2016/17 and £8.4bn by 2020/21.   
 
In December 2015 NHS England approved an allocation policy which included 
setting allocations for Primary Care Services for the three years from 2016/17 to 
2018/19 and providing indicative allocations for the years 2019/20 to 2020/21. 
The policy included a pace of change policy for CCG allocations which has 
resulted in the CCG’s programme allocation receiving minimum cash growth in 
programme budgets for five years which is effectively a real terms reduction in 
resources.  
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Delegated General Practice Services in Sunderland are deemed to be 3.94% 
from target allocation and as such will receive more than minimum growth. 
Funding increases by 3.56% in 2016/17, circa 2% for the next three years and 
3.55% in 2020/21. Some of this growth will be required to fund inflation increases 
in General Practice such as increases in global sum payments.  
 
NHS England has also introduced Sustainability and Transformation Funding.  
For 2016/17 NHS England created a £1.8 billion Sustainability Fund aimed in the 
main at supporting provider organisations.  From 2017/18 this fund grows and 
combines with New Care Models (Vanguard) funding to create a larger 
“Sustainability and Transformation Fund” of £2.9 billion.  This fund is to be 
focused on accelerating the transformational changes required by the Five Year 
Forward View.   Local access to the funding will be contingent upon the 
development and approval of robust system wide Sustainability and 
Transformation Plans (within planning footprints).   
 
 

3. Five Year Strategic Financial Plan  
 

In line with the principles of good financial planning, the Five Year Strategic 
Financial Plan is under development for Delegated General Practice Services in 
order to implement priorities of the Commissioning Strategy for General Practice. 
Appendix A attempts to summarise the plan at a “high level” on a single piece of 
paper. Through internal CCG discussions a number of principles have emerged 
for the Five Year Strategic Financial Plan for discussion and approval as follows:  
 

 All inflationary and contractual changes agreed nationally for Primary Care 
Contracts global sum uplifts to be applied to contracts and included in the 
Strategic Financial Plan. It is worth noting at this point these are estimates 
and therefore subject to change dependent on national negotiations year 
on year therefore, the funding required for these uplifts could change.  
  

 Investment of funds released from the PMS review over the period 
2016/17 to 2020/21 into an initial Quality Premium across all Sunderland 
practices recognizing the pressures on core general practice. The exact 
details of the initial Quality Premium are to be developed in early 2016/17 
but it is suggested these are linked to the standardization of care in 
general practice current programme of work.  From 2017/18 the aim is to 
enhance the premium to include all local and directly enhanced service 
budgets and the local commissioning incentive scheme focused on key 
outcomes whilst removing the current bureaucracy related to 27 separate 
contracts.  In time the QOF may also be included. 

 
 As would be expected with long term plans there is greater understanding of 
investments in earlier financial years than later ones. As such, an “investment 
fund” has been created for the years 2017/18 onwards highlighting remaining 
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funds available for investment in Delegated General Practice Services with the 
exact details of investments to be clarified.  
 
For 2016/17, a number of pre-commitments have been outlined in the Planned 
Investment Areas for Workforce & Capacity as follows:  
 

 Pharmacy Pilot (£70k) – This relates to the residual match funding 
required for the national pharmacy pilot taking place in General Practice 
and led by the General Practice Alliance ( 1 of 2 Federations in 
Sunderland).  
 

 Childcare Coordinator Service (£9k) – Funding agreed for the Childcare 
Coordinator Service at South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust to provide 
General Practice a service. 
 

 Mental Health Practitioner Service (£14k) – Funding agreed for 
occupational mental health services to General Practice commissioned 
from Northumberland, Tyne & Wear NHS Foundation Trust.  

 

 GP Trainer Support & Undergraduate Training Practices (£25k) – Funding 
to support GP Trainers & Undergraduate Training Practices in Sunderland. 

 
          All proposals were supported by the Workforce Steering Group.  

 
 In addition to the investments above, there is an assumption in 2016/17 that £82k 
may be required for training and development in General Practice however this 
will require formal approval on exact schemes.  
 
Further, it has been assumed that a recurrent investment will be made into a GP 
Career Start Service in Sunderland. It has been requested that the funding is 
earmarked for this investment however; this will require further development and 
discussion in order to finalise this investment.   
 
The current Strategic Financial Plan assumes drawdown of surplus retained for 
Delegated General Practice Services in 2015/16 over a three year period from 
2016/17. This has been phased in line with funding required for non-recurrent 
schemes in CQC Support, Health Care Assistant Career Start and Practice 
Nurse Career Start.   The latter 2 cases are the subject of a separate report to 
the March Primary Care Commissioning Committee for decision. 
 
These areas for investment support the prioritization undertaken by the newly 
established GP Strategy Implementation Group.  The Group considered all the 
priorities in the GP Strategy and concluded that the initial focus needed to be on 
Objective 1: Increasing Capacity and Building the Workforce in General Practice, 
as without this, many of the other priorities would not be able to progress. 
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4. 2016/17 Budget 
 

The overall budget for 2016/17 for Delegated General Practice Services which 
ratification is being sought is £39,512k. This is broken down as follows:  
 

   £,000 
 

Delegated General Practice Services      38,152 
Growth @ 3.5%           1,360 

                   _____________ 
Total Delegated Primary Care Budget      39,512 
 
Delegated General Practice Budgets (as with all CCG allocations) will be 
required to demonstrate achievement of NHS England business rules for 
2016/17. The business rules applicable are:  
 

 The holding of a contingency reserve of at least 0.5% of the total 
allocation for 2016/17. 

 

 A requirement to set aside 1% of the total allocation for 2016/17 non-
recurrently. Unlike previous financial years CCGs are unable to commit 
this budget at the beginning of the financial year.  

 
These “Business Rules” are seen as paramount in the delivery of sound financial 
management, as well as demonstrating financial resilience.  
 
The full budget for Delegated General Practice Services in 2016/17 is outlined 
below. This has been proposed in line with the investments and proposals 
included in the Five Year Strategic Financial Plan in Appendix A.   
 

Expenditure Summary

2016/17 

Budget 

£000's

General Practice - GMS 21,852

General Practice - PMS 4,314

General Practice - APMS 1,818

QOF 4,254

Enhanced Services 1,855

Premises Cost Reimbursement 3,336

Dispensing/Prescribing Drs 165

Other GP Services 915

Remaining Investment Funds 410

0.5% Contingency 198

1% Non Recurrent Reserves 395

Total            39,512  
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5. Recommendation  
 

Members are asked to:  
 

 Consider and ratify the budget for 2016/17 approved by Governing Body. 

 Consider and note the current draft Five Year Strategic Financial Plan. 

 Approve the principles for investments made in the Five Year Strategic 
Financial Plan and outlined in the paper.  
 

 Tarryn Lake  
 Head of Finance  
 Sunderland CCG 
 
 21.3.16 



Appendix A
PLAN ON PAGE 16-17 v4 PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS FOR DELEGATED PRIMARY CARE 5 YEAR FINANCIAL STRATEGIES PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES - TO BE RELEASED IN THE YEAR SPECIFIED

Mar-16
2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Totals
     %      %      %      %      % £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000

Primary Care Allocation Uplifts 3.56 1.84 1.93 2.23 3.55 PMS Review 403 403 403 403 403 2,016

Uplift Assumptions: APMS Procurement 161 211 100 100 100 672

GP Contracts 3.84 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 Pharmacy Pilot - Release of Funds 70 70

GP Premises 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 Unutilised Growth 2015/16 120 120

Demographic Presures 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

Primary Care allocation uplifts were announced by NHS England on 10th January 2016 for 2016/17 to 2018/19 with indicative allocations announced for 2019/20 to 2020/21. 
Within allocation announcements Primary Care funding for Sunderland was noted to be 3.2% above target allocation i.e. within the 5% target from allocation window deemed TOTAL ALL R.R.I.'S 684 614 503 503 573 2,878
appropriate by NHS England. As such, Primary Care services in Sunderland will receive cash growth over the five year period. 

PMS review and APMS procurement schemes released over 5 year transition period. 
Contract uplifts for 2016/17 are estimated based on NHS England notifications of additional cost pressures & assumptions have been made that from 2017/18 to 2020/21 will be at Pharmacy pilot invested in non recurrently for period of four years. Investment into pilot in 2016/17 included in investment area & then released after four year period in 2020/21 in productivity section. 
the same rate as 2015/16. It should be noted that NHS England have identified growth funding to support 7 day services is included in the overall growth funding in the NHS in 2020/21 The budget set for Primary Care in Sunderland in 2015/16 included reserves of £712k of which £592k is required as part of NHS England business rules to be set aside (i.e. 0.5% contingency & 
however it is unknown how this policy initiative will be applied in primary care and has therefore not been included in financial assumptions for budget setting. 1% headroom) leaving £120k to be released as a funding source in 2016/17. 

SOURCE AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS PLANNED INVESTMENT AREAS

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Totals 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Totals
£,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000

Strategic Obj 1 - Workforce & Capacity 
SOURCES Quality Premium 403 403 403 403 403 2,016
Increased Primary Care Allocations 1,360 727 777 915 1,487 5,266 Pharmacy Pilot 70 70

Clinical Pharmacy Workforce 0
R.R.I..'S 684 614 503 503 573 2,878 GP Career Start 210 360 150 720

Training & Development 82 82
Total Sources 2,044 1,340 1,280 1,418 2,060 8,143 Childcare Co-ordinator Service 9 9

Health Practitioner MH Service 14 14
GP Trainer Support & Undergraduate Training Practices 25 25

Strategic Obj 2 - Improving Patient Access
APPLICATION Extended Hours 0

Core Contract Uplifts 923 272 275 279 282 2,031 Strategic Obj 3 - Role of GP in Out of Hospital Care
Enhanced Primary Care 0

Premises Uplifts 64 64 65 66 67 325
Strategic Obj 4 - Better Health (Prevention & Self Care) 0

Contract Changes - MPIG & Seniority Changes 84 24 24 24 25 181 Prevention & Self Care Strategy Implementation in General Practice

Demographic Pressures 160 160 160 160 160 801 NHS England Business Rule Requirement Movements 11 12 14 22 59

Planned Investment Areas 813 821 756 889 1,526 4,805 FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION 47 191 472 1,101 1,811

Total Application 2,044 1,340 1,280 1,418 2,060 8,143 TOTAL ALL INVESTMENTS 813 821 756 889 1,526 4,805

Figures included for contract uplift assumptions in 2016/17 based on specific guidance received received from NHS England on required funding for specific pressures in contracts such Utilisation of Non Recurrent Surplus 79 408 218 705
as NI changes, indemnity charges, CQC etc. It has been assumed that from 2017/18 onwards contract uplifts will continue to be at a similar rate to 2015/16. 
Demographic pressures are based on ONS population projections for Sunderland and premises uplifts are based on expected inflation rates. The five year investment period investments total £4.8m. PMS funding released over the five year period has been prioritised for the Quality Premium investments into General Practice. In 2016/17 

investments have been proposed into workforce initiatives. The Primary Care Strategy has outlined a number of areas under the set Strategic Objectives which may require investment and are listed above.
As with any "long term" plan there is greater detail in earlier financial years than later ones and further work is ongoing to prioritise areas for investment. As such, the plan above outlines in red the funding 
available for the remaining investment areas which are still under consideration. 
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CATEGORY OF PAPER  

Proposes specific action  

Provides assurance   

 
PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE 

 
29 MARCH 2016 

Report Title: 

 
Health Care Assistant Career Start and  

Practice Nurse Career Start  
 

Purpose of report 

 
The aim of the report is to outline 2 proposed developmental programmes which aim to take a 
strategic approach to the development of the whole general practice nursing team to support 
sustainable high quality care in general practice.  
 
In so doing to seek approval to fund the programmes. 

Key points, risks and assurances 

 
The paper outlines service proposals for 2 developmental programmes to support the nursing 
workforce.  
 
The first proposal is for a 27 months Health Care Assistant (HCA) Career Start programme, which 
is an extended apprenticeship development scheme, which in its entirety will provide a career 
pathway from apprenticeship to pre-registration nursing as well as adding capacity to the general 
practice nursing workforce. 
 
The second proposal is that of a 2 year Practice Nurse Career Start programme which provides an 
opportunity for qualified nurses to develop the skills and knowledge required to become a practice 
nurse. The overall aim is to recruit additional practice nurses by providing a structured programme 
including mentorship.  This will provide greater routine access within general practice whilst 
allowing existing practice nurses to further develop their skills and experience thus potentially 
allowing for the development of more Nurse Practitioners or nurses working in extended roles. 
 
Both of the proposals are an integral part of the nursing workforce development and nursing 
development strategy. 
 
Risks 
There are a number of risks to these proposals: 

 The ability to recruit quality candidates on to both programmes and similarly, host practices and 
mentor nurses 

 The introduction of the Apprenticeship Levy in 2017 could impact on the availability of the 
apprenticeship funding to HCA Career Start programme 

 HENE funding cannot be guaranteed to the amount indicated in 2017 for either programme 

 There are challenging timescales for both programmes to have them implemented effectively in 
time with educational programmes 
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 Affordability of both proposals from available funds given competing priorities 
 
These risks can be mitigated by learning gained from other Career Start programmes and by close 
working with all partner organisations including HENE, Tyne & Wear Care Alliance and educational 
providers.  Risk around affordability, impact and effectiveness of both programmes will be 
monitored and if necessary remedial action will be taken and consideration given to cohort 
numbers.   
 
Both proposals are essential to building a declining practice nurse workforce. The previous HCA 
Career Start has proof of concept in developing what for some practices is a new role into the 
primary care workforce.  However, given the pressures on the current practice nursing workforce, 
including the potential impact of revalidation and retirement rates along with the lack of available 
appropriately trained and experienced practice nurses it is suggested that the Practice Nurse 
Career Start needs to be developed as a priority in order to maintain the current workforce. 
 
Should the risk of affordability materialize the Primary Care Commissioning Committee are 
recommended to approve the progression of the Practice Nurse Career Start over the HCA Career 
Start programme. 
 
Following development of the 5 year financial plan to support the General Practice Strategy, use of 
draw down monies and part of the £5 a head funding to CCGs has been identified for both 
proposals has been identified if the draw down is approved by the Governing Body. 
 
 

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee are requested to: 
approve both cases and related funding subject to the Governing Body having approved the 
financial plan on a page for the next 5 years. 

Sponsor/approving director   Debbie Burnicle 

Report author 
Jacquie Lambie, Senior Lecturer Primary Care 
Workforce 
Janet Rutherford, Practice Nursing Workforce Lead 

Governance and Assurance 

Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 

CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties 
 

CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets  

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services  

CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services   

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities  

CO6: Develop the CCG localities  

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  
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CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning  

Any relevant legal/statutory issues 

n/a 

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

n/a 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

n/a 
 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A  

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
Funding is required for both development programmes as 
detailed in the paper.   
 

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

Business cases for both proposals have been presented to the 
General Practice Workforce Steering Group who supported 
both proposals going forward to the Primary Care 
Commissioning Committee.  The steering group includes the 
LMC; HENE; Executive GP; Primary Care GP Advisor, 
Strategic Practice Nurse and Strategic Practice Manager along 
with CCG managers. 

Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

Both proposals will provide: 

 increased access for patients,  

 the opportunity to see the most appropriate practitioner 

 improve quality of service outcomes with a structured 
and standard approach to training and development 
and enhanced current skills and knowledge. 

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 
needed?   

As per the GP Workforce Steering Group above and positive 
feedback from Practices already employing the current HCA 
Career Start staff. 
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Health Care Assistant Career (HCA) Start  
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Skill mix in practice nursing teams in General Practice is limited. There is currently no 
progression route into nursing for HCAs employed in General Practice.  The pilot HCA Career 
Start pilot programme over the last 15months (9 HCAs) has proved successful in recruiting and 
retaining HCAs with a high proportion of apprentices being employed in their host practice or 
applying to join pre-registration nursing programmes.  Feedback from practices shows that the 
apprentice HCAs have made a good contribution to practice nursing team capacity while on 
placement.    
 
Joint working with Sunderland CCG, the University of Sunderland, Sunderland Royal Hospital 
and Tyne and Wear Care Alliance has resulted in the development of a level 4 university 
certificate which would support HCA development in practice and provide the necessary UCAS 
points to progress onto a pre-registration nursing programme. 
 
In December 2015 the government announced a plan to create a new nursing support role, the 
nursing associate, and the Health Education England consultation on this role is currently open.  
The HEE Director of Nursing, Lisa Bayliss-Pratt, is aware of the joint working in Sunderland to 
design the level 4 programme and she is keen to see this type of local development work 
continuing.  Development of the nursing associate role is expected to take some time and will 
be shaped by learning from local development work such as this. 
 
 
2 Programme Structure 
 
The programme will be a 27 month programme structured as follows: 
 

Phase One 

Duration Qualification 

15 months Care Certificate 
Level 3 Diploma in Healthcare Support 
 

Phase one of the programme will involve placements in surgeries and a combination of practice 
based vocational training as well as classroom based training,  

Phase Two 

Duration Qualification 

12 months Level 4 University Certificate University of Sunderland 

Phase two of the programme will involve placements in surgeries and a combination of practice 
based vocational training (general practice placement and Sunderland Royal Hospital visits) as 
well as day release for university based training 

 
Career Start HCAs will be placed with a host practice for phase one with the flexibility to move 
to another practice in phase two. Note there is also the potential for existing practice HCA staff 
to join level 3 or level 4 training programmes. 
 
HCA apprentices will be recruited in 2 cohorts of 10 candidates over 2 years. 
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Remuneration 
 
Taking into account local competition it is proposed that the starting point hourly rate would be 
£7.72 per hour.  National minimum wage is £6.70 per hour (21 years and over).  Apprenticeship 
hourly rates are lower, however it should be noted that there is a HCA recruitment drive in 
secondary care so local competition needs to be considered.  Taking account of all available 
information it is recommended that remuneration be set at: 
 
Phase One - £15,100 pa (AfC Band 2, point 1) 
Phase Two - £15,786 pa (AfC Band 2, point 3) 
 
Practice Contribution 
 
Host practice contributions will be incremental taking into account the increase in knowledge 
and skills of HCA through the programme. It is proposed that contributions will be: 
 

6 months 20% 

9 months 50% 

12 months 60% 

 
Employment of HCAs 
 
The HCA apprentices will be employed directly by host practices.  Each practice will receive a 
practice nurse mentorship payment as a contribution to protected time to support the Career 
Start HCA.  As a minimum it is expected that mentor nurses will provide 2 hours per week of 
protected time with the HCA Career Start and 3 hours bi-monthly to attend mentor update 
meetings.  Indemnity costs will be met by the host GP practice. 
 
 
 
Programme Management 
 
As part of the programme it is proposed that a provider be sought via mini competition to 
manage all elements of the programme including recruitment and selection of both candidates 
and host practices, manage the educational programme, draw down both apprenticeship and 
educational funding and manage the practical placements.  The HCA Career Start programme 
timescales are quite rigid due to needing to meet educational programme induction schedules.  
Therefore is it proposed in phase 1 of the first cohort some elements of this management 
(recruitment and selection and matching of candidates and host practices and drawing down of 
apprenticeship funding) be managed by the CCG in conjunction with the Tyne and Wear Care 
Alliance until a provider can be procured. 
 
6 Finance 
 
Summary of Financial Implications of Project 
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HCA Careerstart Programme Costing 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Total Costs Notes

£000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

HCA Salaries 153 343 270 80 846 Two cohorts of 10

Practice Nurse Mentorship 22 48 37 11 117  

Training 23 51 28  102  

Sub Total 198 441 334 91 1065

Provider Management Fee 18 40 30 8 96 9% of costings

Total HCA Careerstart Programme Costs 216 481 365 99 1161

Host Practice Contributions -49 -155 -154 -48 -407

Apprenticeship Training Contributions -15 -15 0 0 -30 Potential risk against this funding

HENE Training Contributions 0 -20 -20 0 -40 Potential risk against this funding

CCG Funding Required for HCA Careerstart Programme 152 291 190 51 684

Cost of Programme pre HENE & Apprenticeship 

Contribution

167 326 210 51 754

Cost of Programme pre HENE & Apprenticeship 

Contribution with 2 cohorts of 5 HCAs

83 163 105 26 377

 
 
 
Note the costs allow for a practice nurse mentorship payment for each practice of 6 hours per 
month as a contribution to protected time to support the Careerstart HCA and attend bi-monthly 
mentor update meetings. 

 
Please see Appendix A for proposed funding sources for business case.  
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Practice Nurse Career Start 
 
1 Introduction  
 
It is predicted that CCG member practices  will lose a significant number of practice nurses due 
to retirement in the near future and recruitment is now very difficult because the pool of skilled 
and qualified practice nurses is becoming smaller and smaller.  The aim of the proposal is to 
provide sustainability to the current practice nursing workforce, increase the potential for the 
release of experienced and skilled practice nurses to care for those patients patients with the 
greatest need, provide opportunities to support practice nurses who wish to progress to become 
a nurse practitioner or for practice nurses preparing to retire in a more staged, step down 
approach. 
 
 
2 Programme Structure 
 
The programme will be a 24 month programme and will contain a number of educational 
elements as well as practice placements 
 
 

Year 1 Induction Programme Sunderland Royal Hospital and Tyne and Wear Care Alliance 
Practice Nurse Career Start Programme Year 1 University of Sunderland 
Cervical Cytology and Immunisation Training 

Year 2  Practice Nurse Career Start Programme Year 2 University of Sunderland 
CHD/Asthma/Diabetes Diploma 

 
 
20 Career start Practice Nurses will be recruited in two cohorts onto a 24 month scheme – 10 in 
September 2016 and 10 in September 2017 
 
Remuneration 
 
Career start Practice nurses will receive a salary of £21,692 to £28,101 per annum (Band 5).   
The costings are based on the top increment of a Band 5 because it is anticipated that the 
programme may be attractive to nurses who have more nursing experience.  Indemnity costs 
will be met by the host GP practice. 
 
Practice Contribution 
 
Career Start Practice Nurse candidate will be placed with a host practice in Year 1 with the 
flexibility to move to another practice in year 2 if mutually agreeable. Host practice contributions 
towards the salary of the Career Start Practice Nurse will be incremental taking into account the 
increase in knowledge and skills of the Career Start Practice Nurse as they progress through 
the programme. It is proposed that contributions will be: 
 

Year 1 50% 

Year 2 60% 

 
The costs allow for a practice nurse mentorship payment for each practice of 4 hours per month 
to be paid to host practices as a contribution to support mentorship within practice.  In addition, 
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host GP practices will be expected to release nurse mentors to attend bi-monthly mentor update 
meetings.  Funding for this clinical time is not included within the programme costs. 
 
Programme Management 
 
As part of the programme it is proposed that a provider be sought via a competitive process to 
manage all elements of the programme including recruitment and selection of Career Start 
Practice Nurses, recruitment of host practices, matching of the nurses to the placements, 
management of the educational programme, draw down of educational funding where 
appropriate and management of the practice placements.   
 
 
4 Finance 
 
Careerstart Practice Nurse Programme Costing 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Total Costs Notes

£000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

PN Salaries 206 559 501 147 1413 Two cohorts of 10

Practice Nurse Mentorship 10 27 24 7 69  

Training 19.5 38.5 19 0 77  

Sub Total 236 625 544 154 1560

Provider Management Fee 24 63 54 15 156 10% of costings

Total  Careerstart Practice Nurse Programme Costs 259 688 598 170 1716  

Host Practice Contributions -100 -292 -278 -86 -756

HENE Training Contributions -12 -12 0 0 -24 Potential risk against this funding

CCG Funding Required for Careerstart Practice Nurse 

Programme 147 384 321 84 935

Cost of Programme pre HENE Contribution 159 396 321 84 959

Cost of Programme pre HENE Contribution with 2 

cohorts of 5 PNs

79 198 160 42 480

 
 
Please see Appendix A for proposed funding sources for business case.  
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Appendix A – Funding Source for proposed Business Cases 
 

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Notes

Business Cases

HCA Career Start 167 326 210 51 This excludes HENE & Apprentice income as risky 

Nurse Career Start 159 396 321 84 This excludes HENE income as risky

Total Cost of Business Cases 326 722 531 135

Funding Sources

£5 per Head Funding

313 313 313 135 Release of part of £5 per head in 2019/20 of 

£178k for investments & release of remaining 

£135k in 2020/21.

Drawdown 12 408 218 0 Drawdown of Surplus 

Total Funding Sources 325 721 531 135  
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CATEGORY OF PAPER  

Proposes specific action  

Provides assurance   

 
PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE 

 
29th March 2016 

Report Title: 

 
Sunderland CCG Primary Care Commissioning 

Finance Report – Mth 11 
 

Purpose of report 

 
The purpose of this report is to present the Primary Care Committee a summary of the financial 
position of delegated general practice budgets as at month 11 (for the period ending 29th February 
2016)  

Key points, risks and assurances 

 

 Key issue is to ensure the CCG meets its financial duties 

 The report provides assurance that the year to date and financial outturn position is in line 
to achieve those duties.  

 Risks to delivery are documented within the report.  
 

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
Members are asked to:  
 

 Note the reported financial position of delegated general practice budgets as at 29th 
February 2016. 

 Ratify decision to fund additional non recurrent schemes in 2015/16 made by Executive 
Committee on 5th January 2016.  

 Approve funding for additional non recurrent scheme in 2015/16 from delegated general 
practice underspends.   

 Ratify changes to Value Based Commissioning (VBC) Local Enhanced Service in 2015/16. 

 Approve Urgent and Emergency Care (UEC) Local Incentive Scheme in 2015/16. 
 
 

Sponsor/approving director   David Chandler, Chief Finance Officer  

Report author Tarryn Lake, Head of Finance 

Governance and Assurance 

Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 
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CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties 


CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets  

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services  

CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services   

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities  

CO6: Develop the CCG localities  

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  

CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning  

Any relevant legal/statutory issues 

None  

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

 
No 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

No 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A  

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
None 

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

Yes via the Executive Committee members for the non 
recurrent schemes and enhanced services 

Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

Yes in terms of ensuring patients are referred for clinically 
effective services and to support shared information when 
managing patient care in an emergency  

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 
needed?   

N/A  
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Version Date Comments  

1.0 Draft 07/03/2016 TL initial draft 

2.0 Draft 09/03/2016 DC amendments 

3.0 Draft 10/3/2016 TS amendments 

4.0 Draft 10/03/2016 DC reviewed & 1 change 

5.0 FINAL 11/3/2016 DC APPROVED 

6.0 FURTHER 
REFINEMENT 

16/03/2016 TL further amendments 

7.0 FINAL  18/03/2016 DC APPROVED  
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee  
Financial Report for the period to 29

th
 February 2016 

(Month 11) 
 

 
1. Purpose of Report  

 
The purpose of this report is to present the Primary Care Commissioning 
Committee with the summary financial position for delegated general practice 
budgets for the period ended 29th February 2016 (Month 11) and the forecast 
year end position for 2015/16. 
 
 

2. Summary Financial Performance 
 

The summary financial performance for delegated general practice budgets for 
the period ending 29th February 2016 is outlined below.  
 

Expenditure Summary

YTD Budget 

£

YTD Actual

£

YTD Variance

£

Annual Budget 

£

Forecast Outturn 

£

Forecast Outturn 

Variance

£

General Practice - GMS 18,864,994 18,668,675 -196,319 20,580,000 20,354,442 -225,558

General Practice - PMS 3,868,327 3,923,067 54,740 4,220,000 4,238,159 18,159

General Practice - APMS 1,805,823 1,764,916 -40,907 1,970,000 1,925,363 -44,637

QOF 3,880,252 3,918,670 38,418 4,233,000 4,273,726 40,726

Enhanced Services 1,847,995 1,790,755 -57,240 2,016,000 1,953,551 -62,449

Premises Cost Reimbursement 3,012,154 2,948,685 -63,469 3,286,000 3,216,749 -69,251

Dispensing/Prescribing Drs 151,242 172,080 20,838 165,000 187,673 22,673

Other GP Services 889,159 777,660 -111,499 970,000 846,705 -123,295

15/16 Growth 236,500 0 -236,500 258,000 0 -258,000

Clinical&Medical-Independent Sector 371,248 341,683 -29,565 405,000 375,000 -30,000

Conferences and Seminars 0 1,645 1,645 0 0 0

Foundation Trust Spend 40,000 29,609 -10,391 40,000 29,609 -10,391

Contr Estate Management 8,250 4,909 -3,341 9,000 4,500 -4,500

Total                                       34,975,944                             34,342,353 -                          633,591                         38,152,000                     37,405,477 -                  746,523  
 

 The CCG is currently forecasting an underspend of £747k on delegated general 
practice budgets for 2015/16.  
 
As previously outlined, budgets have been established for the agreed spending 
plans as outlined below. These budgets are included in the expenditure summary 
under Clinical & Medical – Independent Sector, Contracting – Other External and 
Foundation Trust Spend.   
 

 MSK Incentive Scheme - £213k  

 Enhanced Pharmacy Support in Primary Care - £100k  

 Property 6 Facet Survey - £40k  

 Support GP Trainers & Undergraduate Training Practices - £25k  
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 Childcare Coordinator Service - £9k  

 CQC Support - £67k  
 

The forecast underspend for delegated general practice budgets has increased 
by £45k which is in the main due to slippage on non-recurrent spending schemes 
as follows:  
 

 CQC Support - £15k slippage on forecast outturn due to actual 
expenditure being less than expected.  

 Property 6 Facet Survey - £10k slippage due to charges from NNT Lift 
Company being less than expected.  

 Childcare Co-ordinator Service - £4.5k slippage due to part year 
implementation of service.  

 GP Trainers - £15k slippage due to expected costs being lower than 
planned.  

 
The General Practice – GMS, General Practice – PMS and General Practice – 
APMS budgets reflect the core contract payments for 2015/16. There is a year to 
date under spend on GMS budgets which is partly due to actual agreed contract 
levels being less than expected. The forecast expenditure on PMS and APMS is 
in the main due to actual agreed contract levels being less than expected. Please 
note the PMS YTD position shows a higher overspend than the forecast outturn, 
this is due to a budget phasing error which will be corrected in the month 12 
reporting period.    
 
The budget in relation to Quality Outcome Framework (QOF) payments is 
currently forecasting a £40k overspend for 2015/16. The budgets for 2015/16 had 
been established prior to transfer to the CCG and were based on the assumption 
of 100% achievement of QOF points across practices. This has however included 
an assumption in relation to the rate for prevalence of diseases of 15% when 
establishing the budget.  Following analysis of Sunderland QOF payments for 
2014/15 it has been identified that prevalence rates were closer to 22.51%. If 
practices achieve 100% of QOF points for 2015/16 this would translate to the 
reported forecast overspend of £40k if prevalence rates remain at the same rate 
as 2014/15.  
 
The Enhanced Services budget is currently forecasting an underspend of £63k 
for 2015/16 and assumptions have been made to determine the month 11 
position and forecast outturn as actual achievement is not as yet known. The 
underspend in the main relates to the Dementia and Extended Hours DES. The 
forecast spend for the Dementia DES has been determined based on a growth in 
the number of checks being completed from 2014/15 of 10%. The forecast spend 
for the Extended Hours DES has been estimated based on the number of 
practices expected to sign up to the DES for 2015/16 being the same as 2014/15. 
The detailed breakdown of expected spend by individual enhanced services is 
outlined below. 
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Enhanced Services YTD Budget YTD Actual

YTD 

Variance

Annual 

Budget 

Forecast 

Outturn 

Forecast 

Outturn 

Variance

Dementia 253,967 156,445 -97,522 277,145 170,667 -106,478

Extended Hours 428,539 337,230 -91,309 467,601 367,888 -99,714

Learning Disabilities 65,453 105,142 39,689 71,593 114,700 43,107

Minor Surgery 238,463 328,255 89,792 260,205 358,096 97,891

Unplanned Admissions 809,207 830,152 20,945 882,884 905,621 22,737

Violent Patients 24,301 27,746 3,445 26,528 30,268 3,740

Intrapartum Care 4,400 1,202 -3,198 4,808 1,311 -3,497

Choice GP 23,665 4,584 -19,081 25,236 5,001 -20,236

Total        1,847,995    1,790,755 -        57,240    2,016,000    1,953,551 -          62,449  
 

 
The Premises Cost Reimbursements are based on actual rent, rate and waste 
charges expected in 2015/16. The forecast for Premises Cost Reimbursements is 
currently forecasting an underspend of £69k which is due to a forecast 
underspend on the contingency budget for rent and rate reviews.  
 
Other GP Services include expected charges for seniority, maternity and 
sickness cover, suspended GP’s and sterile products. This budget is currently 
forecasting an underspend. As agreed previously in the committee, Sunderland 
CCG has entered into a risk share agreement with other CCGs in the North East 
to mitigate against any unexpected variances in expenditure in this area.  As 
previously discussed, the nature of the expenditure in this category means the 
forecast can be volatile if unexpected sickness, maternity or suspensions occur. 
The risk share agreement should reduce the potential impact on Sunderland 
CCG of large movements.   

 
 

3. Non Recurrent Spending Schemes 
 

In January 2016 The Executive Committee considered a number of additional 
non recurrent spending scheme proposals developed within Executive 
Development Sessions.  The Committee ratified the decision by the Chief Officer 
and Chief Finance Officer to proceed with a number of additional spending 
schemes that had been placed on hold until funding became available.   
 
Two of the additional schemes relating to primary care are as follows:  
 

 Medical Equipment for GP Practices - £100k  

 Learning Disability Enhanced Service - £140k  
 

 Although both schemes have been considered and approved by the Chief Officer 
and the Chief Finance Officer as per the Scheme of Delegation, the Primary Care 
Committee is asked to note and ratify the decision.  
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In addition, the Primary Care Committee are asked to approve funding of the two 
non-recurrent schemes in 2015/16 from in-year underspends in the delegated 
general practice budgets.  
 
 

4. Local Enhanced Services & Local Incentive Schemes  
 

Value Based Commissioning LES  
 
The Local Enhanced Service in relation to Value Based Commissioning (VBC) 
policy implementation entered phase two in 2015/16 which had a commitment to 
invest £1.25 per head of population into further implementation of referral 
proformas for “benign skin lesions” and data collections. Following identification 
of performance of issues in Gastro services in City Hospitals Sunderland, the 
Chief Officer and Chief Finance Officer agreed to redirect £1 per registered 
patient from phase two of the implementation of the VBC policy to general 
practice to support participation in the management of Gastro referral pressures.  
 
The Primary Care Committee is asked to ratify the decision made by the Chief 
Officer and Chief Finance Officer to amend the VBC scheme.  
 
Urgent and Emergency Care Vanguard LIS  
 
The Regional Urgent and Emergency Vanguard (UEC) have been awarded 
national funding in 2015/16 from NHS England for improving patient flow in the 
system, improving information about general practice activity, and preparing the 
ground for enhanced I.T. interoperability. CCGs have agreed to offer this funding 
to practices as part of a LIS to general practice in 2015/16. The proposal for 
Sunderland practices is to offer a LIS of up to £1 per registered patient to 
incentivise practices partly funded from the national funding of £0.70 per 
registered patient and a top up of £0.30 per registered patient from delegated 
Primary Care budgets.   
 
The Primary Care Committee is asked to approve the implementation of the LIS 
in 2015/16. 
 

 
5. Recommendation  
 

Members are asked to:  
 

 Note the summary financial performance to month 11 (period ending 29th 
February 2016). 

 Ratify decision to fund additional non recurrent schemes in 2015/16 made 
by Executive Committee on 5th January 2016.  

 Approve funding for additional non recurrent scheme in 2015/16 from 
delegated general practice underspends.   
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 Ratify changes to VBC Local Enhanced Service in 2015/16. 

 Approve UEC Local Incentive Scheme in 2015/16. 
 

 Tarryn Lake  
 Head of Finance  
 Sunderland CCG 
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CATEGORY OF PAPER  

Proposes specific action  

Provides assurance   

 
PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE 

29th March 2016 
 

Report Title: 

 
Health Care Assistant (HCA) Short Term Funding 

Request. 
 

Purpose of report 

The purpose of this report is to inform the Committee of the delegated decision taken by the 
Deputy Chief Officer in relation to agreeing short term funding of £75k for HCA career start and  
training in 2016/17.  

Key points, risks and assurances 

 
The CCG has supported a pilot Career start programme for HCAs over the last year.  The formal 
evaluation is due at the end of March, however, feedback from HCAs and Practices has been very 
positive and a business case to continue the programme is to be considered at the March PC 
Commissioning meeting. 
The GP workforce steering group considered and supported a request for some short term funding 
for 16/17 to continue the placements of 4-5 of the current 9 HCAs on the Career start programme 
to enable them to stay in practice until they can go on to the pre-registration nursing programme 
Sunderland University will be providing from September 2016.  In addition a supporting request 
was made to continue the funding for the HCA training course places for current HCAs in practices 
as well as potential future HCAs.  Prior to this training, there was no formal training for HCAs 
across the city. 
 
These proposals are in line with the CCG Commissioning strategy for General Practice, in 
particular objective 1 To support practices to increase capacity and build the workforce. 
 
The Deputy Chief Officer has discussed this with the Director of Finance who has confirmed 
available funding and shared the intended decision with Director colleagues prior to approving the 
funding. 

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
The Committee is requested to note the delegated decision. 

Sponsor/approving director   
Debbie Burnicle 
Deputy Chief Officer 
 

Report author 
Janet Rutherford  
Practice Nursing Workforce Development Lead 
 

Governance and Assurance 
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Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 

CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties x 

CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets x 

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services x 

CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services   

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities x 

CO6: Develop the CCG localities  

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  

CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning x 

Any relevant legal/statutory issues 

None 

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

N/A 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

 

 N/A 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A x 

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
75K  

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

Yes via the GP Workforce Steering Group 

Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

Yes patient access to general practice will be 
maintained/improved via this focus on supporting capacity in 
general practice 

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 

Yes via the GP Workforce Steering Group which includes LMC, 
HENE; GP Federations and CCG clinical and management 
input.  
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Health Care Assistant Short Term Funding Request 

 

The budget for the current pilot HCA Career start programme is held partly by Sunderland CCG 

and partly hosted by Tyne and Wear Care Alliance.  This is for practicality with invoices from 

practices processed by the finance department and the large volume of small invoices for 

training, uniforms etc. being processed by TWCA. 

 

There are 4-5 apprentices on the current HCA Career start programme who are expected to go on 

to pre-reg nursing training.  There is approximately a 6 month gap between the Career start 

programme ending and the pre-reg nursing programme beginning.  Extending the programme for 

these apprentices would mean they could stay in their current practice placement until they go to 

university in September 2016.   

 

Funding is available in the current financial year for practices to send their HCAs on the 

integrated Care Certificate course delivered at Sunderland Royal Hospital and to have 

assessment support for sign off of competencies, however they will need to continue to do so 

after 31 March 2016 because of capacity/cover issues.  20 Places on this course as well as 

phlebotomy training will also be required for the current HCAs in practices as well as potential 

future HCAs if the business case is approved for HCA Career start at the March Primary Care 

Commissioning Committee.   

 

Collaborative working discussions are ongoing re nursing/HCA induction programmes (which is 

an area identified in the development strategy for practice nursing teams) and for elements of 

statutory mandatory training to be delivered at TITO and during the year for new starters.   

 

The total cost of both schemes is £75,000 to be hosted by Tyne and Wear Care Alliance.   

 

Approval in principle was sought and agreed from the Workforce Steering Group for 

continuation of funding as detailed above. 

 

 

Janet Rutherford, 

Practice Nursing Workforce Development Lead 

NHS Sunderland CCG 

 

31.01.2016 
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CATEGORY OF PAPER  

Proposes specific action  

Provides assurance   

 
PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE 

29 March 2016 

Report Title: 
 

Primary Care Commissioning Committee Work 
Plan 

Purpose of report 

 
To update the Primary Care Commissioning Committee on progress against the work plan for 
2015/16. 
 

Key points, risks and assurances 

The work plan is an overview of the current work which needs to progress under the CCG 
delegated responsibilities for general practice.   
 

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
The Committee is recommended to note the updated work plan. 

Sponsor/approving director   Debbie Burnicle, Deputy Chief Officer 

Report author Helen Steadman, Strategy and Planning Manager 

Governance and Assurance 

Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 

CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties x 

CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets x 

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services x 

CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services  x 

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities x 

CO6: Develop the CCG localities x 

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  

CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning x 

Any relevant legal/statutory issues 
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The Delegation Agreement 

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

 
N.A. 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

January 2016 Primary Care Commissioning Committee 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A x 

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
None identified 

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

Yes Executive GPs are part of the group.  
All GP Practices and the 2 federations have been involved in 
the development of the General Practice strategy.  
There is also clinical engagement through the Workforce 
Steering Group. 
There is clinical engagement through the membership of the 
GP Strategy Implementation group 

Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

The GP workforce group outputs are intended to maintain and 
/or improve appropriate access to general practice for patients.  
The strategy aims to improve quality of care and patient 
experience. 

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 
needed?   

Stakeholders are involved on the GP Workforce Steering 
Group e.g. HENE, Sunderland University, GP Tutors and LMC. 
Stakeholders are also members of the GP Strategy 
Implementation Group.  
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PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE WORK PLAN 
 

WORKSTREAM LEAD ACTION COMPLETION 
DATE 

PROGRESS 

1. Strategy for General 
Practice 

D Burnicle 1.Develop the strategy in line 
with the plan agreed by the 
Steering Group 
 
 
 
 
2. General Practice strategy 
shared 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Develop delivery plans 
 
 

End of Oct 15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Complete 
 
 
 
 
 
 
April 2016 

 First draft of strategy shared with 
Executive Committee on 06 October. 

 Governing Body Development Session 
on the strategy  took place in 06 October 

 Draft strategy endorsed by the Governing 
Body on 27.10.2015 
 

 Communications plan developed to 
support sharing of the strategy 
document with partners and 
stakeholders. 

 Report tabled at January Committee 
meeting 

 

 GP Strategy Implementation group 
established. 1st meeting on 12 January 
to prioritise the priorities to inform the 
CCG’s Operational Plan. Agreed the 6 
priorities under the strategic objective 1, 
increase capacity and build workforce, 
were key for 2016/17 as they formed the 
foundation of ensuring that general 
practice is sustainable. 

 

 A focus at the second meeting of the GP 
Strategy Implementation Group was the 
operational and strategic financial plan 
to support decision making in relation to 
investment needed for the strategy 
areas prioritised (strategic objective 1) 
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and future priorities. This is the subject 
of a separate report to the March PC 
Commissioning Committee.   

 

 In addition the group reviewed the 
evaluation of the Extended Hours 
service in 3 Localities and recommended 
this continue for a further year to enable 
the recommendations to be realised.  
The group also added to the 
recommendations including the need to 
focus on same day urgents for all the 
population except complex patients that 
required continuity of care who would be 
supported by the integrated teams/RaH 
services; consider 2 locations across 3 
localities and to suggest further analysis 
of the population using the service to 
inform future decisions. 

2. APMS Contracts D Burnicle  1.Conclude the model  
 
 
 
 
2.Agree the working group 
including clinical input 
 
 
3.Conclude the evaluation 
strategy and panel 
4. Progress the 
communication plan 
 
 
4.Progress the procurement 

Complete 
 
 
 
 
Complete 
 
 
 
Complete 
 
Complete 
 
 
 
In progress 

 Service specification finalized 
 
 
 
 

 Evaluation strategy approved by the 
Committee at September’s meeting. 

 
 
 

 Engagement with patients concluded. 
Report submitted to Committee in 
November for consideration 

 

 

 The procurement process resulted in 
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only one bidder but this was considered 
non-compliant as it was outside the 
financial envelope. 

 A revised offer has been discussed 
between NHS England and the CCG 
and a further procurement exercise is 
taking place over March to mid May 
2016 with a view to commence the 
service from 01 October 2016 as 
originally planned. 

 An emergency contract has been put in 
place to cover the period between 01 
April 2016 and 30 September 2016 with 
IntraHealth Limited. Mobilisation of this 
service is currently taking place and 
patients have been informed. 
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3.PMS Review W.Stephens/D 
Burnicle 

1.Understand the impact for 
each practice 
 
 
2.Start to consider options for 
use of the identified resource  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Need to understand any 
national expectations re the 
use of the PMS monies. 
 
 
 

Complete 
 
 
 
In progress 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In progress 

Paper tabled at November’s Primary Care 
Co-Commissioning committee 
 
 
Initial Plans include support for Practice 
Based Pharmacy scheme – August 
Executive Committee agreed in principle for 
this to be explored with Practices (280k 
initially per year 3 yrs.)  
GP strategy Implementation Group 
considered the operational and five year 
strategic financial plan when reviewing 
potential areas for investment.   
A proposal is part of the strategic financial 
plan going to the March 2016 PC Committee 
 
There is no further update on this at present, 
however, there is a local expectation to 
ensure the money is used to benefit all 
practices. 
 
 
 
 

4.Quality Assurance  A Fox/G 

Stephenson 

1.Understand the current 

process and fit with CCG QA 

process re all providers 

 

 

2.Review options subject to 

the fit above 

Complete 

 

 

 

 

September 2015 

 

 

 

 

Initial understanding gained from workshop 

July taken place and further process 

mapping workshop to take place in August. 

 

 

Sunderland integrated baseline quality report 

developed by NHSE. Initial draft quarterly 

report received December 2015, for 

consideration by the CCG. 
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Complete 

 

 

 

Complete 

 

 

February 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

March 2016 

 

 

Quality monitoring framework updated. No 

further work currently commissioned from 

NECS.  

 

First outline draft framework presented to 

QSRC.  

 

Initial workshop was held in November to 
understand information currently available to 
provide assurance on quality in Primary 
Medical Services.  A further workshop on 
monitoring quality in Primary Medical 
Services is being planned at the Governing 
Body development session in February 2016. 
 

Options for configuration of CCG Quality & 
Safeguarding   team being explored and 
proposal developed. The outcome of the 
Governing Body development session will 
help to inform the potential impact on the 
workload of the Quality and Safeguarding 
team. 
 
The Governing Body development session 
held on 23rd February had a focus on quality 
in primary medical services during the 
morning.  Those present considered different 
options relating to :  

     The level at which quality in PMS 

should be reported 

     The information already available re 
the different aspects of quality in 
PMS to inform the content of the 
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report 

     The level at which the CCG should 
engage with PMS to discuss quality 

 
The report from the session is going to be 
discussed at the next Quality Safety and 
Risk Committee to be held on 12th April 2016 
and has been shared for information at the 
March meeting of the PC Commissioning 
Committee. 
 
 

5. Memorandum of 
Understanding between 
NHSE and CCG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D Gallagher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D Burnicle 
 

1.Review draft MoU at PC 
Committee 16.7.15 
 
 
2. DG sign off MoU with CK 
 
 
3. Continue to review staffing 
options in light of wider North 
CCGs progress/changes to 
the team including host for 
team 

Complete 
 
 
 
Complete 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CCG North Forum supported Level 3 
Oversight Group view to keep team intact for 
next 18 month and use standardized 
processes as much as possible. 
 
Staffing model to be determined and agreed. 
CCG developing proposals to assess impact 
on current CCG functions (e.g. Finance; 
Quality; Reform; Contracting) and advise the 
way forward.  To be concluded in light of GP 
Strategy.   
 
NHSE have agreed to identify where there 
could be added value activities that they are 
currently unable to provide but the CCG 
assessment needs to take into account. 
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Proposal for process of assessment currently 
being considered 

6. General Practice 
Workforce pressures 

J Lambie 1. Current GP Workforce 
Steering Group to prioritize 
its specific work plan at its 
September meeting. 

In progress Commissioned GP Career Start  

8 GPs recruited to the programme out of a 
hoped for cohort of 10.   2 potential 
applicants are currently being interviewed so 
recruitment is still active.   
 

The Career Start GPs are pursuing a wide 
range of interests relevant to Primary Care 
and their individual professional careers eg. 
MSc in Sport Medicines, Diploma in 
Substance Misuse, Diploma in Family 
Planning, Coil and Implant fitting course, 
minor surgery and joint injection courses 
etc.  1 Career Start GP has chosen to pursue 
an academic, research orientated route.  
After some discussion, the GP has chosen to 
switch from an MSc at Sunderland University 
to studying a PhD at Newcastle.  His thesis 
will be on smoking cessation. 
 
The GPs have also undertaken joint learning 
and reflection opportunities.  
The CCG have requested further information 
on a proposal to support a rolling programme 
of 5 Career Start GPs per year in line with a 
similar commencement date of August 2016.  
This is reflected in the proposed strategic 
financial plan going to the March PC 
Commissioning Committee. 
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Support for training practices 

SLA has been drafted and agreed and 
disseminated to practices. 
 

GP Trainers 

SLA has been drafted and agreed by the GP 
Workforce Steering Group and the PC 
Commissioning Committee.  5 expressions 
of interest have been received from GPs 
wishing to undertake the Intending Trainers 
course and supporting bursary.  It has been 
confirmed that 1 GP commenced the 
Intending Trainers course in February 2016. 
 

Practice Nursing 

Business cases are being developed for the 
roll out of a second cohort of Nursing 
Assistant Career Start and a new Practice 
Nurse Career Start.  These are being 
presented to the March PC Commissioning 
Committee. 
Revalidation workshops are being planned 
for all practice nurses working in Sunderland.  
 

Practitioner Health Programme 

The GP Workforce Steering Group recently 
received an update from Dr Richard 
Duggins, NTW who leads on the PHP.  The 
service commenced in June 2015 and had 
forecasted activity of 2-3 GPs per annum 
(forecast modelled on the London 
Practitioner Health Programme).  To date 
has offered 45 appointments of 1 hour 
duration.  Scoping now underway to develop 
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a counselling based service as part of the 
PHP.   
 

7. CQC issues G Stephenson 1.Work with NHSE on 
options to support 2 local 
practices recently identified 
as high risk and deemed 
inadequate (special 
measures) from 9 recent 
CQC inspections 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 Washington practices and 
another in Southwick are 
now in CQC Special 
Measures following the 
September inspection round 
 
 
 
 
 

In progress 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In progress 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 2 practices in special measures have 
been visited by MD and NHSE and been 
offered and accepted CCG support in 
developing their CQC. Action Plans to help 
mitigate the risk of withdrawal of their 
registrations on re-inspection have been 
developed. Both practices continue to 
receive appropriate support and are 
addressing their GP workforce issues but the 
ultimate responsibility rests with the 
practices.  SCCG funded support continues 
for both practices. 
 
Following SCCG support, 2 practices are 
expected to be taken out of removed from 
special measures after their recent re-
inspections. They will be categorized 
however as ‘requires improvement’ to enable 
a re-inspection in a further 6 months to 
ensure changes are embedded. 

 
 
All 3 practices have been jointly visited by 
the CCG’s Primary Care Adviser and NHSE 
representative. They have been offered and 
accepted SCCG funded support to address 
their inadequate issues with an appropriate 
Action Plan to mitigate the risk of withdrawal 
of their registrations. All practices in Special 
Measures are also issued with a breach of 
contract notice from NHSE which includes an 
Action Plan and timescales to address the 
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3.Issues re Single Handed 
practice and potential need 
for emergency measures if 
GP performance issues not 
resolved 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.Next round of CQC 
inspections scheduled 
January 2016 when 18 
practices are planned to be 
inspected 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
In progress 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In progress 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

breaches identified to the satisfaction of the 
Commissioners. 

 
 
 
Single handed GP has appealed removal 
of his contract, due process may take 3 
months.   The CQC inspected the practice 
in November. CQC inspection took place in 
November and now placed this practice in 
Special Measures. The practice has since 
been jointly visited by the CCG’s Primary 
Care Adviser and NHSE representative and 
been offered and accepted SCCG funded 
support as with the similar practices. They 
were notified that a breach of contract 
notice will be issued. Discussions took 
place with the practitioner regarding 
performance issues. The outcome of a 
Performance panel is expected after 23rd 
March.  
 
 
Two SCCG sponsored training events on 
CQC inspections, in protected time, were 
delivered (in November and December 2015) 
to the practice CQC registered manager and 
practice manager/practice nurse of each 
attending practice. Attendance was high. 
These were delivered by the CCG’s Primary 
Care Adviser, a CQC GP Special Adviser 
and 2 CQC PM Special Advisors. The 
feedback from attendees was very positive. 
The outcomes of 9 of the January new 
practice inspections are currently published – 
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all were rated ‘Overall – Good’ - suggesting 
the training events were a significant 
contribution. 
However a re-inspection at A89029, 
following their April 2015 inspection, has 
resulted in them being now expected to be 
placed in special measures 
 

8. Self-Certification D Burnicle 1.Feed back to NHSE on 
draft certification process  
 
2. Complete final certification 
when published 

June 15 
 
 
September 

Completed 
 
 
Completed. 

9.PC Premises D Chandler 1.Commission a review of the 
current PC estate 
 
2. Feed outcomes into the 
implementation of the 
General Practice strategy 

Complete 
 
 

In progress. Paper to January’s Committee 
meeting 
 
 
 

10 Violent Patients DES W Stephens 1. NHSE have expressions of 
interest out as current 
provider in Sunderland has 
given notice and deals with 
patients across other CCGs 
as well as Sunderland. 

Complete The service commenced on 01 September 
2015 from Pallion Health Centre. 
 
Violent patient DES included in the APMS 
contract being commissioned. 

11. Enhanced Services W. Stephens 1.Consider timeline for any 
changes to Enhanced 
Services in 16/17 

TBC Whilst details of DES have not been 
released, we are aware that there are no 
changes to Extended Hours and Learning 
Disabilities DES.  
  
The DES for Dementia has been withdrawn 
and there are some slight changes to the 
DES for Unplanned Admissions, details of 
which are to be released shortly.   
We are not aware of any changes to the 
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Public Health DESs .  This is the subject of a 
separate report to the March PC Committee. 
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CATEGORY OF PAPER  

Proposes specific action  

Provides assurance   

 
Primary Care Commissioning Committee 

 
 

Report Title: 
 

2016/17 GMS Contract Negotiations Outcome 
 

Purpose of report 

 
To inform Sunderland Clinical Commissioning Group of the outcome of the negotiations for the 
2016/17 GMS Contract  

Key points, risks and assurances 

 
Key points of the letter include details regarding: 

 Contract Uplift and Expenses 

 Quality and Outcomes Framework 

 Enhanced Services 

 Vaccinations and Immunisations 

 Patient Online Services 

 Data Collection 

 Locum GPs 

 Access to Healthcare 

 Further Work 
 

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
The attached letter gives information on the amendments that will apply to GMS contractual 
arrangements from 1st April 2016. 
 

Sponsor/approving director   Debbie Burnicle 

Report author 
Simon Cox, Primary Care Business Manager, NHS 
England 

Governance and Assurance 

Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 

CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties 
 

CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets  

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services  
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CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services   

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities  

CO6: Develop the CCG localities  

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  

CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning  

Any relevant legal/statutory issues 

The changes will be reflected in the NHS (General Medical Services) Statement of Financial 
Entitlements, the General Medical Services Contracts Regulations, the Personal Medical Services 
Agreements Regulations and the APMS Directions 

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

 
None identified 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

Not applicable 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A  

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
N/A 

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

N/A 

Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

N/A  

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 
needed?   

N/A  
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Dear Colleague, 
 
Outcome of 2016/17 GMS Contract Negotiations 
 
This letter confirms the outcome of the contract negotiations between NHS 
Employers (on behalf of NHS England) and the BMA’s General Practitioners 
Committee (GPC) on amendments that will apply to GMS contractual arrangements 
in England from 1 April 2016. 
 
An agreement has been reached with GPC on changes to the GMS contract for 
2016/17 which delivers on the public commitments made as part of the Five Year 
Forward View to make significant investment in primary care, building on last year’s 
extensive changes.  The agreement has been approved across Government. We 
know that locally you will want to consider how the contract will aid you in your joint 
endeavour to improve primary care services, for practitioners and patients alike. 
 
We are working with others across the health service to tackle the issues that GP 
practices are telling us are causing them concern, and will soon announce more 
details on a range of initiatives to support GPs in delivering a high-quality service for 
patients. 
 
As last year, we will now work with NHS Employers and GPC to develop more 
detailed guidance on all of the agreed changes which are provided in the attached 
annex. 
 
The NHS Employers website provides details of the agreement and we will be 
updating this and NHS England’s dedicated GP contracts page with details of the 
implementation guidance, links to supporting legislation and standard contract 
documentation in time for these new arrangements to take effect from 1 April 2016.   
Given the timing of this announcement we will however be implementing the 
changes to the Regulations by July 2016. 
 
I would be grateful if you can ensure that this letter is shared with all relevant people 

Gateway Reference 04839 
 
To: Directors of Commissioning  
Regional Heads of Primary Care and 
Heads of Primary Care 
Accountable Officers (CCGs with full 
delegated authority) 
 

Medical Directorate 
Quarry House 

Quarry Hill 
Leeds 

LS2 7UE 
 
 
 

 
19th February 2016 

http://www.nhsemployers.org/GMS201617
https://www.england.nhs.uk/commissioning/gp-contract/
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within your teams. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Rosamond Roughton 
Director of NHS Commissioning 
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Annex 
 
Key Changes to GMS Contract for 2016/17 
 

1. Contract Uplift and Expenses 
We have agreed an investment of £220 million in the contract for 2016/17.  
This investment is to uplift the contract and to take into account increasing 
expenses, covering: 
 

 a pay uplift of 1 percent 

 an increase in the item of service fee for vaccinations and 
immunisations to £9.80 

 changes in the value of a QOF point as a result of a Contractor 
Population Index (CPI) adjustment, 

 funding to cover increased business expenses (including additional 
Care Quality Commission costs)  

 
2. Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) 

There will be no change to the number of QOF points available or the clinical 
or public health domains, as well as no changes to QOF thresholds. However, 
CPI will be adjusted to reflect the changes in list size and growth in the overall 
registered population for one year from 1 January 2015 to 1 January 2016 
 

3. Enhanced Services 
We have agreed to end the directed enhanced service on dementia at 31 
March 2016. It is felt that clinical guidelines and current QOF indicators for 
dementia are sufficient to ensure appropriate care for patients. The £42 
million funding for this service will be transferred into global sum, with no out 
of hours deduction applied. 
 
The Avoiding Unplanned Admissions Directed Enhanced Service (DES) will 
continue for a further year with minor changes to clarify the timeframe for care 
plan reviews. 
 
All other enhanced services will continue unchanged for a further year. 

 
4. Vaccinations and Immunisations 

All programmes are to continue in 2016/17 with the exception of changes to 
meningococcal B, meningococcal C and meningococcal ACWY.  These 
changes are as follows: 
 

 For meningococcal B, we have agreed to withdraw the catch-up 
element of the programme which comes to an end from April 2016, as 
well as to withdraw the delivery of paracetamol as this will no longer be 
centrally supplied. 

 We have agreed to implement the JCVI (Joint Committee of 
Vaccination and Immunisations) recommendation to remove the infant 
dose of MenC from the Childhood Immunisation Programme from April 
2016. 

  We have agreed to extend the MenACWY 18 years programme to 
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allow opportunistic vaccination of 19-25 year olds. 
 

5. Patient Online Services 

 Electronic prescriptions: 
GP practices will be encouraged to transmit prescriptions electronically 
using EPS Release 2, unless the patient asks for a paper prescription 
or the necessary legislative or technical enablers are not in place.  We 
have agreed to aim for at least 80 percent of repeat prescriptions to be 
transmitted electronically by 31 March 2017. 
 

 Electronic referrals: 
GP practices will be encouraged to make referrals electronically using 
the NHS e-Referral Service.  We have agreed to aim for at least 80 
percent of elective referrals to be made electronically by 31 March 
2017. 
 

 Summary Care Record: 
NHS England and GPC will jointly consider ways in which GP practices 
can be resourced to offer patients the opportunity to add additional 
information to their summary care record (SCR).  Separately, the GMS 
regulations will be amended to say SCR will be enabled on an 
‘ongoing’ rather than ‘daily’ basis. 
 

 GP2GP: 
GP2GP compliant practices will continue to utilise the GP2GP facility 
for the transfer of all patient records between practices, when a patient 
registers or de-registers (not for temporary registration).  The GMS 
regulations will be amended so that GP practices are no longer 
required to seek permission from NHS England not to print out the 
electronic record where patient records successfully transfer to a new 
practice using GP2GP. 
 

 Access to online services: 
NHS Employers and GPC have agreed to aim for at least 10% of 
registered patients to be using one or more online services by 31 
March 2017.  
 

 Apps for patients to access services 
GP practices will receive guidance on signposting the availability of 
apps to patients to allow them to book online appointments, order 
repeat prescriptions and access their GP record. Apps will be clinically 
and technically validated through the GPSoC programme during 
2016/17 before being made available to patients. Technical support for 
patients in using the Apps will be provided by the App suppliers. 
 

 Online access to clinical correspondence: 
GP practices will provide patients with online access to clinical 
correspondence such as discharge summaries, outpatient appointment 
letters, and referral letters unless specific requirements of the Data 
Protection Act 1998 apply to restrict this.  Hospitals and other 
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secondary care providers will be expected to copy patients into 
correspondence as standard, and patients should be enabled to have 
dialogue with the provider as the primary route to discuss such 
correspondence. GP practices will have the facility to make available 
online only those letters received from a chosen prospective date 
which will be no later than March 2017.  
 

 Information sharing agreements between practices: 
NHS England and GPC will jointly develop a national template data 
sharing agreement, to facilitate information sharing between practices 
locally for direct care purposes. This will allow formal sharing 
agreements to be put place where practices choose to work 
collaboratively in providing care.  
 

 Shared discharge summaries and event posting: 
To support the increased use of interoperable records, the NHS 
Standard Contract requires providers to send their discharge 
summaries electronically to GP practices from 1 October 2015. From 
April 2016, GP practices will be required to receive all discharge 
summaries and subsequent post-event messages, electronically.  
 

 Cyber security: 
NHS England and GPC will continue to promote the completion of the 
Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) information 
governance toolkit, including adherence to the requirements outlined 
within it. GP practices will also continue under the GMS regulations to 
nominate a person with responsibility for practices and procedures 
relating to the confidentiality of personal data.  
 

 
6. Data Collection 

 Named GP: 
NHS England will discuss with GPC during 2016/17 how appropriate 
and meaningful data relating to the named accountable GP can be 
made available at practice level through automatic extraction. This will 
be particularly relevant for patients being case managed and also 
those aged 75 and over. The data would be shared internally within 
practices and used for peer review and quality improvement. It is 
recognised that there are a number of system issues to overcome 
before this can be implemented.   
 

 Access survey: 
GP practices will be contractually required to record data on patient 
access to GP services and allow it to be extracted or manually 
reported. The data required and the form in which it is to be collected 
will be discussed between GPC and NHS England. It will be used to 
inform NHS England of the availability of evening and weekend 
opening for routine appointments and is to be collected until 2020/21. 
The data will be collected every six months. This data collection will go 
through the appropriate corporate governance channels once details 
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have been firmed up. 
 

 
7. Locum GPs 

In line with other areas of healthcare, where the use of agency staff attracts 
high fees, NHS England propose setting a maximum indicative rate based on 
a set of rates (which may have some degree of regional variation) for locum 
doctors pay. 
 
NHS England will amend the electronic declaration system to include 
recording on the number of instances where a practice pays a locum doctor 
more than the maximum indicative rate. 
 

8. Access to Healthcare 
GPC agree to work with DH and NHS England to develop arrangements for 
identifying patients with European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) and S1 and 
S2, through patient self-declaration at the point of registration and recording 
their details with the aim of implementation in December 2016. Discussions 
will consider how to address any additional workload for GP practices. 

 
9. Further Work 

NHS England and GPC have committed to take forward discussions in the 
coming months on a national approach to reducing bureaucracy and workload 
management in general practice, a national promotion of self-care and 
appropriate use of GP services, SFE arrangements for sickness payments 
and approach to expenses.  On expenses, we have also agreed to undertake 
work in 2016/17 that seeks to determine an agreed methodology that all 
parties might use. Following the Prime Minister’s announcement about plans 
for an alternative contract, we are clear that the GMS contract will remain 
available to those practices who wish to continue with it for the foreseeable 
future. 

 
Other formats of this document are available on request. Please send your 
request to england.gpcontracts@nhs.net 

mailto:england.gpcontracts@nhs.net
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee 

 
29 MARCH 2016 

Report Title: 

 
Notes of the General Practice Workforce Steering 
Group meetings, 6 January 2016 and 3 February 
2016  

Purpose of report 

 
For information  

Key points, risks and assurances 

 
Within the minutes  

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
For information 
 

Sponsor/approving director   Debbie Burnicle 

Report author Jacqui Lambie 

Governance and Assurance 

Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 

CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties x 

CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets  

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services x 

CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services   

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities x 

CO6: Develop the CCG localities  

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  

CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning x 
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Any relevant legal/statutory issues 

N/A 

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

 
N/A 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

The notes of the Workforce meeting are presented to each Primary Care Commissioning 
Committee for info 

 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A  

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
Yes as per the financial plan on a page for general practice  

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

Yes via the membership of the group. 

Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

Yes via sustaining and transforming general practice, patient 
experience ratings should continue to be above average. 

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 
needed?   

Yes via the membership of the group 
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Notes of the General Practice Workforce Steering Group 

6 January 2016 
 

 
Present: Geoff Stephenson (Chair) 
  Jacquie Lambie 
  Florence Gunn  

Debbie Burnicle 
  Roger Ford 

Derek Marshall 
Jon Twelves 

 
 
Apologies:  Ashley Liston 

Gerry McBride 
Tarryn Lake 
Tony Alabaster 
Sue Brent 
Samantha O’Connell 

 
2 Matters arising from the notes of the previous meeting 
 
Pharmacy update 
DB updated on the Executive Committee decision regarding the future commissioning 
of pharmacy support in general practice.  Following consultation and engagement with 
the practices the options put forward were: 
Option 1: continue with current arrangements, 70% of practices comfortable with this 
Option 2: practice based commissioning of pharmacy support 
It was agreed that a blend of both options would be the best way forward – continue 
current arrangements and extend Pharmicus contract for another 12 months whilst 
making changes to move towards a more outcome based contract.  All of the ongoing 
pilots (national and local) will be evaluated to allow for a slow pace of change. 
 
 
Action: SO’C to circulate updated paper re North Locality model 
   SO’C to shared details of DMC Healthcare 
 
Childcare Co-ordinator Service 
JL updated that the provideris are to attend TITO on 13.1.16 and provide both an 
information stand and a workshop aimed at Practice Managers.  JL is developing a flyer 
to be distributed at the event. 
 
Action: JL to develop a flyer and distribute at TITO event 
 
GP Training SLA 
Amendments being made and final draft to be circulated 
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Action: JL to finalise draft SLA and distribute to steering group members 
 
 
 
Draft Terms of Reference 
Amendments being made and final draft to be circulated. Once accepted by the steering 
group to be submitted to the System Resilience and Transformation Board as part of a 
quarterly highlight report 
 
Action: JL to finalise draft and distribute to steering group members 
 
 
3 Paramedic update  
 
Jeannie Henderson attended to update the meeting regarding progress on paramedic 
workforce developments.   
 
Advanced Practitioner Paramedics (APPs) -  There are currently 3.5 APPs 
commissioned specifically for Sunderland.  There has been a significant increase in see 
and treat rates, currently at 80%. APPs are currently working to 50 PGD with 
admissions rights to ambulatory care, surgical admissions, palliative care and RAH 
team. AAPs have a dispatch protocol and the main aim of the service is to divert 
patients to the right place first time to prevent admission to A&E. Funding ends March 
2016 and commissioning plans still unclear, there is a risk that Sunderland could use 
their ring fenced resource. 
 
RF questioned whether any work had been carried out to find out if, after the initial see 
and treat by paramedics, patients still reattended GP or A&E to show the true impact of 
the service. 
 
The role of paramedics in general practice – There is evidence of paramedics working 
with general practices e.g. Whitstable Vanguard where paramedics are undertaking 
home visits with 80% of patients being managed at home. Similarly NEAS provides a 
service in rural areas (Rothbury, St Johns Chapel etc) where GPs practices ‘house’ 
paramedics and paramedics carry out phlebotomy clinics for the practice.  Barriers to 
developments are workforce limitations with NEAS and should paramedic become a 
degree level profession this will impact on Agenda for Change raising profession from a 
Band 5 to Band 6 and this would impact on a practice’s ability/affordability to directly 
employ. 
 
DB suggested that Vanguard funding could be sought to extend APPs pilot to support 
RAH team.  Similarly a pilot could be built in to explore closer working with primary care. 
 
 
4 Nursing Update 
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FG updated that the pre-nursing course being developed by the University of 
Sunderland is being assessed by NMC on Thursday 14.1.16.  If successful the 
programme will commence 1.5.16 and placements in primary care will be in the 2nd year 
(2017/18).  Mentorship of senior nurses in Sunderland is still an issue.  There are HENE 
funded programmes available at Teesside and Newcastle. University of Sunderland are 
providing a 10 week programme. 
 
Business cases for the implementation of Practice Nurse Career Start and 2nd tranche 
of Nursing Assistant Career Start have been drafted.  It was agreed that they be 
disseminated to the steering group members for information and comments. GPWFSG 
to review, comment and then make recommendation to the Primary Care 
Commissioning Committee. 
 
Care Certificate programme is being rolled out to health care assistants as of 
September 2015 including all Nursing Assistant Career Starts. 
 
Action: FG to disseminate business cases for review and comment 
 
5 Workforce Data Collection 
 
The CCG have received a query as to how many GP vacancies there currently are in 
Sunderland. This information is not currently available and RF expressed concern that 
GPs,  as independent contractors, need not provide this information and it could be 
seen as performance management.  DB stated that it is evident that there are gaps in 
data, especially quantitative data, which is needed to support business cases.  It is 
recognised that the current HSIC data which is collected from GP practices twice yearly 
is inadequate.  HENE has access to a software programme which provides a web 
based portal for practices to upload their workforce information.  This information can 
then be used to provide the submissions for the HSIC data as well as providing 
anonymised workforce data to the CCG.  The software has been piloted in Yorkshire 
and Humber with a 70% uptake by practices over 9 months.  JT pointed out that 
practices are currently using a programme (Bluestream) for recording training, updates 
etc and expressed concern that this new software would be a duplication.  DM stated 
that it could be explored whether the 2 systems could be aligned via a bulk upload. 
RF suggested that the LMC survey maybe a tool for collecting information on vacancies. 
 
Action:  JL to further explore the potential for testing out the HENE software 
package 

RF to give some thought on including information around vacancies in 
the    survey 

 
 
6 Sunderland the preferred place to work 
 
Discussion took place regarding ‘branding’ Sunderland as the preferred place to work.  
Suggestions included working with Sunderland City Council and also CHS from the 
perspective of accessing F1s at the start of their training.  Also CARE academy and 
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University of Sunderland with reference to nursing, pharmacy school and paramedic 
programmes.  DM suggested that some practices feel reluctant in promoting 
Sunderland as the place to work in case they are unable to then offer employment in 
their own practice.  However,  a GP federation who was an employing body would help 
mitigate this risk, would provide opportunities for short term contracts (returners and 
retainers) as well as being seen as an opportunity by GP Registrars. 
 
Action: JL to consider further and make contact with Sunderland City Council 
 
 
7  Work plan 
 
Occupational Health programme – Practitioner Health Programme now up and running.  
Further work still to be done on scoping out a lower level, counselling based service for 
GPs.  It was agreed that Richard Duggan be invited to next meeting and an options 
paper be developed for consideration at a future meeting.   
 
Action: JL invite Richard Duggan to a future meeting 

 JL develop an options paper 
 
Physicians Associates – currently self funded and  a course to commence at Newcastle 
University in 2016/17.  Discussion took place regarding the possible potential of PAs 
once they have a professional register and are able to independently prescribe. 
 
 
 
  
8 Any other business  
  
None noted 
 
 
 

Date and time of next meeting 
 

Wednesday 3  February 2016 
2.00-3.30pm 

Steve Cram Room, Pemberton House 
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Notes of the General Practice Workforce Steering Group 
3 February 2016 

 
 
Present: Geoff Stephenson (Chair) 
  Jacquie Lambie 
  Florence Gunn  

Debbie Burnicle 
  Roger Ford 

Derek Marshall 
Sue Brent 
Samantha O’Connell 

 
Apologies:  Ashley Liston 

Gerry McBride 
Tarryn Lake 
Tony Alabaster 
Jon Twelves 
 

In attendance: Janet Rutherford, Practice Nursing Workforce Development Lead 
 
2 Matters arising from the notes of the previous meeting 
 
Draft Terms of Reference 
Amendments to document accepted and the final ToR to be submitted to the System 
Resilience and Transformation Board as part of the quarterly highlight report. 
 
Action: JL to feed upwards to System Resilience and Transformation Board 
 
Pharmacy update 
SO’C updated on pharmacy  pre- reg scheme in HE Kent, Surrey and Sussex.  Pharm 
pre-regs are in general practice 1 day per week.  SO’C to circulate documents. 
 
 
Action: SO’C to circulate updated paper re North Locality model 
   SO’C to shared details of DMC Healthcare 

S’OC to circulate HE Kent, Surrey and Sussex pre-reg pharm scheme 
 
Workforce data collection                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
LMC survey - RF updated that plans to include questions in the survey regarding GP 
vacancies could come to fruition and the survey would not just cover Sunderland.  
Survey outputs could be available in approx. 6 weeks time. 
 
HENE toolkit – Janet Rutherford has spoken to Sunderland Uni regarding support for 
the rolling out of the toolkit. 
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Preferred Place of Work 
SO’C recently attended a Royal Pharmaceutical Society Masterclass regarding the roll 
out of the NHS England Pilot for clinical pharmacist in general practice programme, and 
recruitment of GPs was mentioned -  a key factor for success had been a city wide 
approach.  There was also discussion regarding the provision of bursaries on a pilot 
basis to recruit GPs in severely underdoctored areas. 
 
Practitioner Health Programme 
Richard Duggins is attending the meeting on 2 March 2016 to discuss the programme 
as it is currently running.  JL updated that she had been unable to find a contract line for 
the service and will investigate further. 
 
 
3 Nursing Update 
 
Janet Rutherford attended to present the business cases for Career Start Healthcare 
Assistants and Career Start Practice Nurses.  Discussion took place regarding the 
central apprenticeship funding.  DM informed the group that the planned changes in the 
formation of the apprenticeship funding could be a risk as the funding may not be 
available. 
 
Career start Healthcare Assistants – this is a continuation of the existing scheme but 
has been extended to include a diploma level study with 2 cohorts of 10 over 16/17 and 
then 17/18. 
 
Career Start Practice Nurse – this is a new developmental scheme based on the 
principles of the existing career start programme.  It will aim to recruit 20 Career Start 
Practice Nurses over 2 cohorts over 16/17 and then 17/18.  Recruits will be placed in a 
host practice and will have access to practice nurse mentorship weekly in year 1 and 
then fortnightly in year 2.  Host practices will contribute to 50% of clinical time and host 
practices will meet the indemnity costs. A grant from HENE will be used to offset the 
costs of a career start course provided by the University of Sunderland. 
 
It is proposed that procurement of both programmes be undertaken via a mini 
competition from the 5 GP led providers with an existing foothold in Sunderland. 
 
 
Both cases were approved in general by the steering group.  DB clarified the next steps 
as being that the cases need logging with the PMO, a service specification needs 
developing, procurement team need engaging and rules around materiality of contract 
needs determining before putting forward to the Primary Care Commissioning 
Committee. 
JL to lead on ‘back office’ processes in conjunction with JR. 
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SB informed the group that the pre reg Adult Nursing course at University of Sunderland 
had been approved by NMC with the first cohort being recruited May 16.  Placements, 
including general practice, would commence in year 2. DM advised the need to future 
proof placements and FG concurred that a lot of preparation needs to take place with 
primary care.  Mentorship of senior nurses in Sunderland is still an issue.   
 
 
Action: JL and JR to prepare business case and supporting documents ready for 
recommendation to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee. 
 
 
 
4  Work plan 
 
Childcare Co-ordinator Service 
JL updated that provider attended a recent TITO and had had approaches from 2 
practice managers regarding developing this in their practices and also had a number of 
expressions of interest from individuals. 
 
GP Training SLA 
It was agreed that in order for the SLA to be effective in being able to draw funding back 
from intending trainers if they do not fulfil the criteria to remain working in Sunderland as 
a trainer for 2 years post accreditation, that 2 SLAs be developed – 1 for new trainers 
and 1 for existing trainers and undergraduate training practices. 
 
Action: JL to finalise draft SLAs and distribute to steering group members 
 
Physicians Associates (PA) –  JL updated that HEE have included in their 
commissioning intentions a 220% increase in funding for PA training.  DM advised 
caution as this is a changing landscape.  JL still in discussion with St George’s 
regarding their experiences of the PA developments and the potential benefits to 
general practice. 
 
  
8 Any other business  
  
None noted 
 
 
 

Date and time of next meeting 
 

Wednesday 2 March 2016 
2.00-3.30pm 

L S Lowery Room, Pemberton House 
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee 

29th March 2016 
 
 

Report Title: 
 

Quality Framework 
 

Purpose of report 

 
For information following the Governing Body development session.  This report will be considered 
further by the Quality, Risk and Safety Committee. 

Key points, risks and assurances 

 
As stated in the report. 

Recommendation/Action Required 

 
For information. 
 

Sponsor/approving director   
Ann Fox 
Director of Nursing, Quality and Safety 

Report author Sue Goulding 

Governance and Assurance 

Link to CCG corporate objectives  (please tick all that apply) 

CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties x 

CO2:  Maintain financial control and performance targets  

CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services x 

CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming services  x 

CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities x 

CO6: Develop the CCG localities  

CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund  

CO8:  Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning x 
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Any relevant legal/statutory issues 

none 

Are the identified risks on the risk register?  

 
 
N/A 

 
If issue/report has been previously reviewed please specify meeting and date 

 
N/A 

Equality analysis completed 
(please tick)  

Yes  No  N/A  

Key implications 

Are additional resources 
required?   

 
Not at this stage 

Has there been appropriate 
clinical engagement?  

Yes via the sub group and at the Governing Body development 
session 

Any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience? 
 

Yes to improve the quality of the services being commissioned  

 
Has there been member 
practice and/or other 
stakeholder engagement if 
needed?   

Via the Governing Body development session 
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Introduction and purpose of the session 

 
The development session that took place on 23 February 2016 forms part of a schedule 
of protected time events for the governing body.  This event included attendance from 
other key members of the SCCG senior team to help inform discussion on developing 
and exploring options on how commissioners can monitor and report quality in primary 
medical services and explore governance arrangements to support the reporting of 
quality in primary care.   
 
The aim of the session was for governing body members to have time together in order 
to continue development, learning and enhancing governing body effectiveness by:- 
 

 Understanding the 3 domains of quality – quality vs performance 

 Developing and exploring options of how commissioners can monitor and 
report quality in primary medical services 

 Exploring governance arrangements to support the reporting of quality in 
primary medical services 

 Agreeing next steps and how we will engage with member practices to 
monitor and report quality in primary care 

 Agreeing our priorities and finalising our plans 
 
This session was attended by:- 
 

Name Role  Name Role 

Aileen Sullivan 
 

Lay Member, PPI Henry Choi Exec GP 

Ann Fox Director of Nursing, 
Quality & Safety 

Ian Holliday Head of Service 
Reform & Joint 
Commissioning 

Chris Macklin 
 

Lay Member Ian Pattison Chair 

Claire Bradford 
 

Medical Director Jackie Gillespie Exec GP 

Clare Nesbit 
 

Head of OD & PMO Richard Scott Designated Nurse 
Safeguarding Adults 

David Chandler Chief Finance Scott Watson Head of Contracting, 
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 Officer Performance and 
Business Intelligence 

David Gallagher 
 

Chief Officer Pat Taylor Lay member, Audit 

Geoff 
Stephenson 

GP & Primary Care 
Advisor 

Sue Goulding Head of Quality & 
Patient Safety 

Deborah Cornell Head of Corporate 
Affairs 

Laurie Robson Contract Manager 

Fadi Khalil 
 

Exec GP Matt Thubron Deputy Head of 
Contracting, 
Performance and 
Business Intelligence 

Kath Bailey 
 

Public Health Val Taylor Exec GP/Vice Chair 

Helen Steadman 
 

Strategy & 
Planning Manager 

Jackie Spencer Senior Commissioning 
Manager 

 
Apologies were received from:- 
 

 Debbie Burnicle 

 Gillian Gibson 

 Kerry Benton 
 
An outline agenda can be found in appendix 1. 
 
This report captures highlights of discussions and the key outputs of the day.   
 

Quality in primary medical services – setting the scene 

 
Ann Fox, Director of Nursing, Quality & Safety, introduced the session, set the scene 
and provided an overview of the following:- 
 

 The 3 domains of quality:- 
o Clinical effectiveness 
o Patient safety 
o Patient experience 

 

 Responsibilities for quality in primary medical services:- 
o SCCG – co-commissioners of PMS 
o NHS England – co-commissioners of PMS 
o CQC 
o GMC 

 

 Stakeholders in quality in PMS – complex with multiple stakeholders and 
member practices 
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 Overview of current governance arrangements and the quality reporting structure 
 

 The quality framework and the information currently available 
 

The group agreed the key outputs they wanted to achieve from today’s session 
included:- 
 

 Understanding quality and the information currently available 

 To review and decide at what level quality of primary medical services should be 
reported within the CCG 

 Discuss who the CCG should engage with and at what level to discuss quality in 
primary medical services 

 Quality vs performance – not about performance management 

 Initial discussions on governance arrangements to support the reporting of 
quality in primary medical services 

 

Exploring the potential information sources and models for monitoring quality in 
primary medical services 

 
Sue Goulding, Head of Quality and Patient Safety, provided an overview of the 
information available at various levels to support monitoring and reporting of quality in 
primary medical services.  Recognising there are many challenges in relation to the 
huge quantities of data available from different sources and how do we prioritise and 
decide which information is most relevant. 
 
A copy of the presentation can be seen in appendix 1 for information:- 
 
The group were asked to look at a list of information that is already available and select 
the information that could be used to inform the monitoring of quality in primary medical 
services.  Suggestions for alternative measures were requested.  The group were also 
asked to discuss the preferred level/option for monitoring and reporting of quality in 
primary medical services, considering the advantages and disadvantages for each.  To 
help inform discussion the group were asked to consider the following 5 options:- 
 

 Option 1 - Practice level 

 Option 2 - Locality level 

 Option 3 - Alliance level 

 Option 4 - City wide level 

 Option 5 - Do nothing 
 
The key themes from this discussion included:- 
 

 Don’t create extra work, use the information that is already available 
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 Focus on meaningful information and data that is informed by and will improve 
clinical effectiveness, patient safety and patient experience 

 All agreed must do something as this is the right thing to do 

 All groups preferred option 1 – monitoring and looking at information at practice 
level as this is more meaningful 

 All groups agreed to also use elements of option 2 to share good practice, 
including peer review and supporting improvements in quality at a locality level 

 Further analysis of the data and information available will be needed to identify 
what is useful  

 All groups agreed CQC reports should be used to inform this when full analysis 
of the reports from those inspections completed prior to February are completed 

 Explore obtaining local data that is more timely and meaningful to help engage 
with practices 

 Clear message to practices that this is not performance management 

 Patient experience – more information is needed therefore build on what is 
available so this information is more meaningful and can inform quality 

 Useful to use comparative data at both national and north east level 
 
The comprehensive notes from the group discussions and the completed templates are 
seen in appendix 2 for information:- 
 
    
 

Principles and current support packages in place 

 
Geoff Stephenson provided an overview (appendix 3) of the current support packages 
in place to prepare practices for CQC visits and the work he and Kerry Benton are 
currently undertaking to support practices following CQC inspections.  The discussion 
highlighted the emerging themes from practices currently in special measures and the 
supporting mechanisms in place. 
 
 

How will the preferred approach be delivered? 

 
Informed by discussion 1 the group were asked to consider how we could deliver the 
preferred approach.  The following 3 questions were posed:- 
 

1. To deliver our preferred approach, who are we going to engage with and at what 
level? 

2. What governance arrangements need to be in place? 
3. What support is needed? 

 
The key themes from this discussion included:- 
 

 Engagement 
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o Explore aligning this work to the delivery of the primary care strategy 
o Engagement with practices is key – suggest use TITO initially and enforce 

message this is not about performance management 
o Explore role of locality teams and especially the role of the Locality 

Commissioning Manager as they have established close working 
relationships 

o Consider the role of the GP Exec, locality teams and Alliance – develop all 
to ensure further and effective engagement 

o Wider informed role is needed to deliver including the contracting 
team/business intelligence and the quality team 

o Constantly keep under review – important to recognise small steps can 
deliver huge gains, this is a 2 way communication mechanism to improve 
quality 

 

 Governance 
o Report to QSRC and include CQC findings and supporting activity in this 

reporting mechanism 
o Interface with primary care committee 
o Explore timeliness of reporting e.g. quarterly or 6 monthly 
o Explore annual programme of practice visits – must be positive experience 

and engagement 
 

 Support needed 
o Effective dialogue and the reasons for this process 
o Effective leadership from Exec GPs and all GPs from member practices 
o Agree meaningful and professional support as and when needed for all 

member practices 
o Recognition of pressures on general practice – explore QP as a 

mechanism to support 
o Support from wider teams/organisations e.g. quality team, BI, contracting, 

GPs, alliances etc 
 
A copy of the comprehensive group discussion notes can be seen as appendix 2 of this 
report. 
 

Next Steps 

 
It was acknowledged the group had held positive and productive initial discussions and 
had achieved the outcomes set at the start of the session.  It was recognised there was 
still a lot of work to do and the quality and safety team would be working with others to 
progress this. 
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NECS Update 

 
There is a huge piece of work currently underway in relation to service provision to 
CCGs and the links to the lead provider framework.  Dave Gallagher and other 
members of the governing body have attended a number of consultation events with 
NECS and the attendees provided an update to the wider governing body members. 
 

Planning 

 
David Gallagher and Helen Steadman provided an update on the following:- 
 

 Planning requirements 
o Producing a 5 year, place based sustainability and transformation plan 

(STP) 

o Produce our 2016-17 operational plan aligned to the STP 

 

 Sustainability and transformation plan 

o An umbrella plan holding beneath it a number of specific delivery plans on 

different geographic footprints at multiple levels 

o Content of STP – 9 must do’s 

o Expectations of descriptives and deliverables of STP 

o Describe the future end state re what models of care will be implemented 

locally, what will look different by 2021 focusing on accelerating our 

transformation plans to address prevention in and out of hospital services 

and delivery of system financial balance 

o The stages to development 

 Stage 1 developing local leadership and collaboration (before 

Easter) 

 Stage 2 developing the STP (after Easter) platform for transforming 

local services 

o System resilience and transformation board to lead the development of 

STP 

o Agreement to develop a clear and credible plan building on mental health, 

urgent care and out of hospital transformation to date with more focus on 

prevention alongside a clear focus on the future model for safe and 

sustainable acute care 

 

 2016-17 operational plan 

o Describes our plans to deliver the must do’s 

o Demonstrate how the operational plan links with and supports the STP 
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o Demonstrate how our planned activity will meet constitutional standards 

 

 New assurance framework for CCGs 

 

 Plan on a page 2016/17 – 2018/19 (year 1) 

 

 Assurance process and timetable 

 
 
 
 
 

Financial plan update 

 
David Chandler provided the governing body members with an update on our financial 
plan including:- 
 

 Reminder of the challenges ahead 

 Emphasising delivery of existing schemes within plan and the need to focus on 

gaining assurance of delivery 

 Current allocations and forecast 

 
The planning update and the financial plan presentations are seen in appendix 4 for 
information:- 
 

Next Steps 

 
The next governing body development session will be held on Tuesday 26 April 2016. 
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Appendix 1 

 
 
 

SCCG Governing Body Development Session 

23 February 2016, 8.45 a.m. – 3.00 p.m. 

Lowry Suite, Marriott Hotel, Seaburn 

 
Aim: For Governing Body members to have time together to continue development, 

learning and enhancing effectiveness by:- 

 Understanding the 3 domains of quality – quality vs performance 

 Developing and exploring options of how commissioners can monitor and 
report quality in primary medical services 

 Exploring governance arrangements to support the reporting of quality in 
primary medical services 

 Agreeing how we will engage with member practices 

 Agreeing next steps 

 Agreeing our priorities and finalising our plans 
 
 

AGENDA 
 
8:45 Coffee on arrival 
 
9:00 Introduction        Dave Gallagher / 

 2 key areas to focus on today     Ian Pattison 
o Quality 
o Planning and priorities 

 
9:10 Introductory exercise       Clare Nesbit 
 
9:30 Quality in primary medical services – setting the scene  Ann Fox 

 Quality – what do we mean? 

 Structure for quality in SCCG 

 Getting the right outcome 
 
9:50 Exploring the potential information sources and models for  Sue 
Goulding 

monitoring quality in primary medical services 

 What information will we use to help to provide assurance? 
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 Quality information vs performance data 

 How will we use the information? 

 Initial scoping – exploring the options 

 Advantages and disadvantages 
 
10:15 Coffee break 
 
10:30 Preferred options and plans for monitoring and reporting  Group work 
 quality in primary medical services 
 
 
11:15 Feedback from group discussions and agreeing the   Groups 
 preferred approach 
 
11:45 Principles and current support packages in place   Geoff 

Stephenson 
 
11:50 How will the preferred approach be delivered?   Clare Nesbit / 

 Capacity and resource      Group work   

 Engagement – who and how? 

 Reporting/governance arrangements 
 
12:30 Feedback 
 
12:45 Agreeing a way forward      Ann Fox 

 Testing this out 
 
13:00 Lunch 
 
13:30 NECS update         Dave 

Gallagher  
 
14:15 Update on planning and priorities     Helen Steadman / 

 Must do’s and influencing factors     Dave 
Gallagher 

 
14:55 Sum up and next steps      Dave Gallagher 
 
15:00 End of session 
 
 
Coffee Break 
 
15:30 Remuneration Committee 
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Appendix 2 

 
Group 2 discussion notes 
 
AF Group 1 feedback – discussion 2 
 

 Who should we engage with? 
o Align to primary care strategy 
o Implementation – (who is leading the engagement) 
o Develop alliance(s)?/develop localities – both? 
o Quality embedded as a work stream 

 

 Governance arrangements 
o Reports to QSRC (CQC and support activity) 

 

 Support 
o Quality team, BI, contracting, exec GPs, Alliance 

 
C Bradford Group 2 feedback – discussion 2 
 

 Who should we engage with/what level? 
o Individual practice level 
o Peer review approach with locality level 

 develop locality working 
 not all in the same place now 

o LCMs – trusted by locality practices 
o Current experience of peer review MO at TITO this week 

 good engagement with process 
o Shift in focus 

 What is commissioning 
 What is role for providers? 

o Potential conflict/difficulties in assuring “self” 
 

 Governance arrangements 
o Annual quality visits with each practice 
o Issues – manage stress/manage bureaucracy 
o Improvement plan 
o Quality update to QSRC 
o Annual report lessons learned 
o Governing Body 
o Contracting – PCC – what issues? 

 

 Support needed (for whom?) 
o Effective dialogue 
o Reasons for process 
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 Engagement expertise CCG/practices 
 Maintain patient focus 

o Leadership of GPs including Exec GPs – individual practices 
o How to make information on quality available to patients 
o Benchmarking, being confident of outputs 
o Special measures practices 

 Clear plan 
 Governance reporting 
 Sunderland success regime 
 Use QP 
 Buddy system 
 Overlap with/part of general practice strategy 

 
S Goulding Group 3 feedback – discussion 2 
 

 Engagement 
o Need to engage with our practices 
o Key messages – not about performance, not collating more data – use our 

approach for CQC 
o It’s about “the what”, the 3 elements of quality 
o Once we receive baseline assessment from CQC for all visits e.g. 19 CQC 

reports still to be concluded 
o Need to engage with alliances and LMC – Alliance possibly future solution 
o Ambition to launch via TITO and timeline established by getting steer from 

practices 
o Engage via localities using peer review e.g. medicines optimisation good 

example 
 

 Governance 
o Quality in primary care go through QSRG (quarterly reports not always 

same indicators) 
o Interface between QSRG and primary care committee 

 

 Support 
o What is the scope of this? 
o Practices – ownership – role of localities (Exec GP/nurse/PM/LCM – need 

interface with quality team) 
o At locality level incentivised with framework? – like peer review and 

prescribing 
o How to get feedback to QRG - action plan - who? - how? 
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Appendix 1 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Quality in Primary Medical 

Services Workshop

Governing Body Development Session

23rd February 2016

 
 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Introduction

Ann Fox

Director of Nursing, Quality and Safety
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Better health for Sunderland

Aims of session - outcomes

 To understand the meaning of “Quality” and the 

information available on Primary Medical 

Services (PMS). 

 To review the options and decide at what level 

quality should be reported within SCCG.

 To discuss and make a decision on who with and 

when SCCG should engage with Primary 

Medical Services to monitor quality.

 Quality v performance 

 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Patient 
Experience

Patient 
Safety

 

 

      Quality Strategy 2014-17 

 

Quality 
Strategy

Clinical 
Effectiveness 

What do we mean by quality?
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Better health for Sunderland

Responsibilities for quality in PMS

SCCG – co-commissioners of PMS

 Incident reporting – promoting and monitoring

 Monitoring quality in PMS

 Encouraging and supporting improvement to quality 

NHS England - co-commissioners of PMS

 Managing PMS complaints

 Serious incident management 

 Management of performers list (individual GPs)

 GP practice contract/performance management 

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Responsibilities for quality in PMS

CQC

 Register care providers 

 Independent regulator of health and social care services to 

ensure fundamental standards are met

 Monitor, inspect and rate GP practices (+ all providers)

 Take action to keep patients safe 

GMC

 Responsible for setting the standards for doctors

 Improve medical education and practice across the UK

 Investigate concerns about individual doctors to determine their 

fitness to practice to keep patients safe 

 Manage the register the UK medical register
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Better health for Sunderland

Patients 
& Public

NHSE
Nursing 

and 
Quality 
team 

CNE
QSG

Healthwatch

NDUC

PCC
Alliances

GP
Practices

NTWFT

Safeguarding 
Adults & 
Children 
Partners

Primary Care 
Quality 
Support

STFT

Quality in Primary  
Medical Services

QSRC

HWBB

Local 
Authority 

NEAS
Localities

SCCG 
Governing 

Body

Primary 
Care
QSG

CQC CHSFT

NHSE
Contracting

Spire 
Washington 

Hospital 

SCCG Quality 
and Patient 
Safety team 

Stakeholders in quality in PMS 

 
 
 
 
 

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
PracticeGP 

Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice GP 

Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

GP 
Practice

Patients 
& Public

NHSE
Nursing 

and 
Quality 
team 

CCG 
Quality & 

Safety 
Team

CNE
QSG

Healthwatch

NDUC

PCC
Alliances

GP
PracticeNTW

Safeguarding 
Adults & 
Children 
Partners

PC
Quality 
Support 

Team

STFT

Primary Medical 
Services Quality

QSRC

HWBB

Local 
Authority 

NEAS
Localities

SCCG 
Governing 

Body

Primary 
Care
QSG

CQC CHS
FT

NHSE
Contracting

Spire 
Washington 

Hospital 

SCCG Quality 
and patient 
safety team 
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Better health for Sunderland

Governing Body

Quality 
Review 
Groups

Primary care 
Quality 

Surveillance 
Group

NHS 
England

Information

Quality Safety 
Risk 

Committee Primary 
Care 

Committee

Statutory 
Safeguarding 
Partnerships

Alliance(s)

Primary 
Care/Care Quality 
Commission Team

?report/or not?

Care Quality 
Commission

Quality Reporting Structure
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Better health for Sunderland

Quality framework

Options:

2) By Locality 

3) By Alliance

1) Individual Practice 

5) Do nothing

?How information is provided

4) City-wide

 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Other issues to consider:

• Clarify responsibilities 
• Respond, resolve & assurance – who?
• Incidents - who responds?  how? when?
• Who takes the lead on Safeguarding?
• Statutory Reviews – who writes?
• MSET, MARAC,MAPPA ..who?  How?
• Care Quality Commission practice reports   

who responds?  how? when?
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Better health for Sunderland

Options for discussion

Sue Goulding

Head of Quality and Patient Safety

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Evidence available for Quality in 

PMS 

Challenges:

 Different information available at various levels

 Huge quantities of data from different sources –

how do we prioritise? Which is most relevant?

 51 practices to include 

 Limited resource within quality and safety team

 Advantages and disadvantages of different 

options 

 Quality v Performance  
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Better health for Sunderland

Indicators of quality of care in 

general practices in England

The Secretary of State for Health asked the 
Health Foundation to review indicators of 
quality of general practice.
The terms of reference for the review included:
• Identify the main purposes for which 

indicators can be developed
• Take stock of the current indicators 
• Consider the extent to which can be used for 

specific population groups eg over 75s, LTC, 
etc.

• Consider how information could be 
complemented and developed in the future 
to give a better picture of quality of care.

• Engage with professional and patient 
stakeholders and DH’s arm’s length bodies

• Draw on best practice 

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

General Practice High Level 

Indicators (GPHLI)
GPHLI are a pre-analysed set of 
indicators which can be found on 
NHS England’s primary care 
website.

Part of a PMS Assurance 
Framework which also includes:

• Policy for assurance of PMS
• Guidance to support assurance 

management 
• A practice profile
• An annual practice declaration -

eDEC
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Option 1: Practice level – examples 

Current data Source

Friends and Family Test NHS England - national

National GP survey results NHS England - national

Complaints NHS England - sub-regional team 

NHS Choices information NHS choices website 

CQC inspection reports CQC website

Incidents reported SIRMS via NECS

Serious Incidents STEIS/ NHSE Sub-regional team 

Litigation NHS England - sub-regional team 

Appraisal completion eDEC  (annual self-declaration)

Infection control audits eDEC

Partial – s11 CA 2004 SSCB

Compliance with child protection guidance 
including appropriate training

eDEC

Quality Outcomes Framework (QOF) 
achievement 

RAIDR (NECS)

 
 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Option 1: practice level 

Missing data – not currently reported 

Compliance with NICE guidance GP practices 

Implementation of relevant CAS alerts GP practices

Compliance with multi-agency safeguarding 
procedures

GP practices
Local Authority

Current data (continued) Source

Prescribing safety data RAIDR

Screening and Immunisations Public Health

Access to appointments Primary care web tool
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Better health for Sunderland

Option 1: Practice level 

Advantages:

 Ownership by individual practice to make 

improvements

 More open and transparent 

 Easier to identify higher and lower achieving  

practices to offer support for improvement and to 

share good practice 

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Disadvantages:  

• Large quantity of data for analysis

• Extensive report required

• Not all information available by practice 

• Resource intensive 

• High impact on the workload of Quality team – not 

currently resourced to meet that need

• More potential for conflict of interest for Executive GPs

Option 1: Practice level 
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Better health for Sunderland

Option 2: Locality level 

Current data Source

Local incentive scheme achievement CCG Locality Commissioning Managers 

Advantages: 

 GP practices already grouped by locality

 Have already developed working relationships (variable)

 Locality teams/meetings already in place – PM, PN, 

Executive GP etc.

 Less data to present than by practice

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

 Disadvantages: 

 No ownership by individual practices

 Data by practice would need to combined 

 Aggregated data for some indicators so unable to 

identify high and low achieving localities/practices

 Cross alliance working in Washington locality (5 

Washington practices in each alliance)

 Impact on workload of Quality and Patient Safety 

team – not currently resourced to meet that need

Option 2: Locality level 
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Better health for Sunderland

Option 3: Alliance level 

Current data Source

None available

Advantages:

• GP practices within alliances already agreed to work together

• Central “team” within alliances to support practices (in the future)

Disadvantages:

• Not all practices in an alliance

• No data currently available by alliance  

• Practice level data would need to be combined to alliance level 

• Extra resource required 

• Medium to high impact on workload of Quality and Patient Safety 

team – not currently resourced to meet that need

 
 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Option 4: Citywide (CCG) level 

Current data Source

HCAI HCAI Data capture system via NECS

Safeguarding referrals SCC

General practice outcome standards Primary Care Web tool 

Advantages of this option:
• Some data already available at CCG level 
• Practices may be more comfortable not being identified 

individually 
• Less opportunity for conflict of interest for Executive GPs 
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Better health for Sunderland

Option 4: Citywide level 

Disadvantages:

• Unable to identify higher and lower achieving practices 

• Majority of data would need to be combined, as currently 

available at practice level

• Extra resource required 

• Medium to high impact on workload of Quality and 

Patient Safety team – not currently resourced to meet 

that need

• Less ownership by individual practices, localities and 

alliances 

• Who takes responsibility for ensuring quality is improved?

 
 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

General practice outcome standards

Indicator Name Period CCG Avg England

4) Recording Smoking Status Y13Q0 85.78 86.63

5a) Smoking Cessation Advice Y13Q0 93.56 94.65

6c) Anti-Coag for AF Y13Q0 83.18 84.66

8a) Flu Vaccination (over 65s) Y13Q0 74.73 72.99

8b) Flu Vaccination (at risk) Y13Q0 53.36 53.23

13a) Dementia Diagnosis Rate (Adj) Y14Q4 71.07 62.06

14a) % Naproxen and Ibuprofen Y14Q3 80.24 77.74

21) Satisfaction (Access) a-c Y14Q2 253.79 246.9

25) Detection Rate for Cancer Y13Q0 47.65 47.57

27c) SMI Physical Health (BP) Y13Q0 91.82 91.63

27d) SMI Physical Health (d1+d2) Y13Q0 166.47 167.66

Source: Primary care web tool 
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Better health for Sunderland

GP public health profile data 

http://fingertips.phe.org.uk/profile/general-practice

 
 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

NHS Choices website - example

NHS Choices 

users rating

Registered 

patients

Would 

recommend 

the surgery

Electronic 

prescription 

service

Accepting 

patients

Online 

appointment 

booking

Order or view 

repeat 

prescriptions online

Details
NHS Choices 

users rating

Registered 

patients

Would 

recommend the 

surgery

Electronic 

prescription 

service

Accepting 

patients

Online 

appointment 

booking

Order or view repeat 

prescriptions online

Drs practice Add 

Tel: 0191 51

Address

2 miles away | 

Get directions 

for Dr & 

Partners

12 ratings 

- Rate it 

yourself

9,386

patients 
83.0% - In the 

middle range

Currently 

accepting new 

patients

Online appointment 

booking is available

Viewing or ordering 

prescriptions online 

is available
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Better health for Sunderland

 https://www.nhs.uk/Service-Search/performance/results?SortingMetricId=-

1&ResultsViewId=1005&OrgsOnPageInShortListAsPageLoads=&EntityCode=GPB&In

ShortList=False&DefaultLocationText=Please+enter+a+location+or+postcode&Default

SearchRadius=5&CurrentSearchType=Location&MetricGroupId=463&LocationName=

SR5&LocationId=0&Radius=5&OrganisationNameSearchValue=&PageSize=10

 
 

Better health for Sunderland

“The Lambert Seven”

1. Cost effective prescribing of all statins

2. Registration index – completeness of disease register

3. Emergency admissions for ambulatory care sensitive 

conditions

4. Prevention of smoking among people with LTC

5. Assessment of lung function  for COPD patients

6. Bundle of 4 treatment for acute coronary syndrome

7. Interventions in high risk cardiovascular disease 
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Better health for Sunderland

Questions please

???
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Appendix 3 

Better health for Sunderland

CQC General Practice Inspections in 

Sunderland

Dr Geoff Stephenson

Primary Care Advisor

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

 6 Practices in ‘Special Measures’

 2 Practices ‘Requires Improvement’

 12 Practices rated ‘Good’

 19 Practice reports - January round – awaited

 Next inspection round March 2016

Inspection Update
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Better health for Sunderland

Special Measures Themes

 Small practices with small admin. resources

 Unengaged ‘Registered Managers’

 Dysfunctional practices/partners

 Poor organisation/governance – rarely clinical 

care?.....................but………….

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

SCCG support

 5 of 6 Special Measures practices visited to date

 All Special Measures practices offered & 

accepted SCCG support funding

 Comms. support, PM and GP clinical support

 ‘An Inspector Calls’ …….  2 SCCG sponsored 

training events Nov/Dec 2015.
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Better health for Sunderland

Planning Update

Dave Gallagher

Chief Officer

 
 

Better health for Sunderland

 Produce a 5 year, place based Sustainability 

and Transformation Plan (STP). 

− Central money attached (£8.4 billion by 2021)

− STP is process for transformation funding for 17/18 

onwards. 16/17 funding run through a separate process.

 Covers period October 2016 to March 2021 

 Submission is June 2016 and formally assessed 

in July 2016

 Produce 16/17 Operational Plan, aligned to the 

STP

Requirements
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Better health for Sunderland

• Longer term – 5 years

• Larger planning footprint – 3 CNE: West, North & East Cumbria; North 

(Northumberland, Tyne & Wear); South (Durham, Darlington and Teesside, Hambleton, 

Richmondshire and Whitby)

• Layers of plans above and below STP; STP is umbrella 

• Submitted expression of interest to be ‘fast track’

• Alignment between Operational Plan and STP and progress on transformation

Sustainability and Transformation Plan 

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

 Actions to address the triple aim of 5YFV – three gaps: (i) health 

and wellbeing; (ii) care and quality; and (iii) finance and efficiency 

(annex of Planning Guidance)

 9 ‘must dos’ of national guidance beyond 16/17

 All STPs expected to describe: 

− Prevention plan: diabetes and obesity and locally identified priorities

− Increase investment in out of hospital sector & delivery of primary care at 

scale

− 7 day services, incl. integration of NHS 111, MIU, UC and GP OOH; 

improved access to primary care at weekends and evenings

− Accelerated delivery of Vanguard

− How the changes will return local system to financial balance

− Action in respect of  national clinical priorities and improving health 

outcomes: e.g Cancer, MH, LD and maternity

− Action on quality improvement particularly where services are rates as 

inadequate

Content of STP
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Better health for Sunderland

Each footprint is to agree:

 governance arrangements and processes to produce an agreed STP 

and then implement it including, a nominated person to co-ordinate 

the STP process (3 for CNE); engagement within the process

 scale of the challenge locally for each of the 3 gaps (gap analysis)

 Key priorities to address each gap

Each footprint is 

 to submit a return (11.04.16) which addresses governance; gap 

analysis and key priorities

 To attend a regional development day to present an outline STP (w/c 

22.04.16)

National support is available, e.g support with assessing and 

diagnosing gaps; 

Stages to development
Stage 1 – developing local leadership and

collaboration (before Easter)

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Each footprint is to focus on the detail of the plan:

 Actions to close the 3 gaps over the next 5 years (responses to 

annex in Planning Guidance/results of gap analysis/engagement)

 9 ‘must dos’ and how progress will be maintained beyond 16/17 –

link between Operational Plans and STP.

 Meeting requirements, e.g prevention; key national clinical priorities.

 Fit between STP footprint and local plan for integrated health and 

social care

 Transformation funding – dependent on delivery of i) deficit reduction 

ii) access standards, iii) progress on transformation

National support is available, e.g regional workshops and 

webinars (April-May); on-line collaborative tools; a suite of ‘how to’ 

materials. Examples of what a good STP looks like will be 

published at Easter.

Stage 2 – developing the STP (after Easter)

Platform for transforming local services
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Developing the STP

 System Resilience and Transformation Board to lead the 

development of STP

 Early discussion:

− Roles and responsibilities

− System vision

− Joint planning

− Good communications with public, patients 

 Agreement to develop a clear and credible plan, greater focus on 

prevention, build on transformation to date and focus on future 

model for safe sustainable acute care 

 Work together on delivering system financial balance

 Submitted EOI – fast tracking the STP; volunteering for 2 new care 

models.

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

 Year 1 of the 5 year STP

 Covers activity, capacity, finance and 2016/17 

deliverables from the emerging STP

 Describes our plans to deliver the key must-do’s 

 First submission - 08 February 2016

 2nd submission – 02 March 2016

 By April 2016, commissioner and provider plans 

for 2016/17 to be agreed by NHS England and 

NHS Improvement, based on local contracts that 

must be signed by March 2016.

16/17 Operational Plan
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Better health for Sunderland

1. Develop a Sustainability and Transformation Plan

2. Return the system to aggregate financial balance

3. Develop and implementation a local plan to address the 
sustainability and quality of general practice

4. Deliver access standards for A&E and Ambulance waits

5. Improve / maintain Referral to Treatment

6. Deliver 62 day cancer waiting standard 

7. Achieve and maintain two MH access standards 

8. Transforming care for people with learning disabilities

9. Improving quality – develop / implement an affordable 
plan 

Nine Must Do’s for every health 

system 

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

New Assurance Framework for 

CCGs (draft)

 5Year Forward View 3 Gaps 
Health & wellbeing;

Care and quality ; 

Efficiency

 Leadership

 6 Clinical Areas: 
Mental Health 

Cancer

Learning Disabilities 

Dementia 

Maternity 

Diabetes
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Plan on a Page 2016/17-2018/19 (Year 1) 

Better Health for Sunderland
Transforming out of hospital care 

(through Integration and 7 day working)

Enabling Self Care and 

Sustainability

Transforming in hospital care, specifically 

urgent & emergency care  

(7 day working)

Reduce 

Emergency 

Admissions by 

12% by 2019

Improve patient 

experience of out of 

hospital care by 8% 

by 2019

Outcome 

ambition to be 

set

Outcome 

ambition to be 

set

Outcome 

ambition to be 

set

Reduce years of 

life lost by 15% by 

2019

Improve patient 

experience of 

hospital care by 

7.2% by 2019

Enabled by

Joint Commissioning & Better Care Fund

Co-commissioning  Primary Care

IT infrastructure

Telehealth

Contract Management (CQUIN)

CCG Localities

Medicines Optimisation

Research & Development

Organisational Development 

Reform  Methodology

Values and Principles
One system for health and social Care

7 day services

Person-centred

Prevention focused

Development of team based working across 

Sunderland

Mental and Physical health of equal importance

Evidence based approach

Effective, safe care and positive patient experience

Measured by

Achievement of  outcome 

ambitions

Delivery of productivity plan 

2016/17 to 2018/19 of £32m

Delivery of prescribing savings

£1m 

Transformational Changes 2016-2017

IN HOSPITAL Ensure a safe and sustainable model for acute services by delivering a single operating model across Sunderland Royal and South 

Tyneside District Hospitals

OUT OF HOSPITAL Conclude and mainstream the out of hospital model of care incorporating end of life and whole system reform of ambulatory emergency 

care. 

GENERAL PRACTICE Sustain and transform general practice by increasing capacity and building the workforce

MENTAL HEALTH Implement the local transformation plan for children and young people’s mental health

LEARNING DISABILITIES Continue to implement the transforming lives programme for people with learning disabilities and / or autism

CHILDRENS & MATERNITY Ensure safe and sustainable services to improve outcomes in maternity and ensure the best start in life

URGENT CARE Develop and implement an urgent care strategy for the residents of Sunderland  

CANCER Develop and implement a local strategy  to transform care and improve outcomes for people affected by cancer  from prevention to end 

of life, focusing on the pathways of the four common cancers: lung, bowel, breast and prostate

CARDIOVASCULAR 

DISEASE

Develop and implement a local strategy to improve outcomes for people  with or at risk of cardiovascular disease from prevention to 

end of life

PREVENTION Working across the city, implement a whole system approach to self-care to increase healthy life expectancy and make every contact 

count

SUSTAINABILITY Maximise the use of resources to improve outcomes for the people of Sunderland

Governed by 

CCG Governing Body

System Wide  System  Resilience 

& Transformation Board

Health & Wellbeing Board

Version 3.0 DRAFT

Improve health 

related quality of 

life for people 

with LTC by 8.9% 

by 2019

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Assurance process and timetable

Milestone Timeline

1st assurance checkpoint meeting 
(Commissioners, providers, NHSE, NHSI, HEE)

23,24,25 
February

Interim activity and finance plans submitted 
and Operational Plan Narrative

02 March 

Boards approve budgets and final plans 31 March 

Contract sign off 31 March 

STP return on addressing the 3 gaps; 
priorities to be addressed; and governance 
arrangements

11 April

Operational Plan submitted aligned to 
contracts

11 April 

STP submitted June

Testing the STPs submitted July
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Financial Plan Update

 Purpose

• Reminder of the Challenge

• Progress to Date

• Next Steps

1
 

 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Financial Plan Update

1

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

CCG ALLOCATION £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000

SOURCES

Increased CCG Allocations 6,124 729 255 83 6,544

Tariff Efficiency 6,257 6,430 6,500 6,576 6,660

Prescribing Efficiency 1,570 1,609 1,649 1,691 1,733

R.R.I..'S 13,402 9,830 10,698 11,279 6,407

Total Sources 27,352 18,597 19,102 19,629 21,344

APPLICATION

Tariff Uplift 10,834 9,897 10,329 10,779 10,917

Prescribing Uplift 2,878 2,950 3,024 3,099 3,177

Investments--General 13,640 5,750 5,750 5,750 7,250

Total Application 27,352 18,597 19,103 19,629 21,344

PRIMARY CARE  ALLOCATION

Sources

Increased Allocations 1,360 727 777 915 1,487

R.R.I..'S Primary Care

Total Sources 1,360 727 777 915 1,487

APPLICATION 

Investments - Primary Care

Total Application 0 0 0 0 0
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PRESSURES / INVESTMENTS 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000

Out of Hospital Continuing Care etc. 4,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000

Total Out of Hospital 4,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000

Mental Health MH Growth (LD Patients) 250 250 250 250 250

Total Mental Health 250 250 250 250 250

Planned Care Access Growth 7,600 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Total Planned Care 7,600 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

7 Day Access / Working 1,500

Pressures & In Year Developments

Safeguarding Investments 200

Specialist School Nursing 180

CAMHS 600

GPIT 728

BCF 82

Others 500 500 500 500

Total Pressures & In Yr Devts 1,790 500 500 500 500

TOTAL ALL INVESTMENTS 13,640 5,750 5,750 5,750 7,250

Utilisaton of Surplus N/R 4,000 4,000 5,408 0

 
 
 
 

Better health for Sunderland

Financial Plan Update

1

REQUIRED PRODUCTIVITY SAVINGS

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000

Long Term Conditions O.O.H. Tender 472

Urgent Care Conditions CITs & RaH 1,625 2,105 2,145 0 0

Care Homes 250

RAID - Reduction in Non Electives 800

Other - Reduction in Non Electives 200

CIT & RaH Model 1,795

Mental Health Conditions RAID DDES 400

MH Matters 34

MH Beds 240

Planned Care Conditions Comm Servs 1,000

Non AQP Audiology 164

Lucentis tarrifs 300

MSK Pathway Changes 520 152 73 0 0

Day Cases to Outpatients 400

Misc NR Commissioning 5,346

Other Carers 300

Commissioning for Value All Areas 6,685

Unidentified QIPP 1,350 7,573 11,279 6,407

TOTAL PRODUCTIVITY SAVINGS 13,402 9,830 10,698 11,279 6,407
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